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ABSTRACT 
The field of computer graphics has continued to provide an 
efficient means of depicting information about complex phenomena 
for its users. It has become a widely used tool through which 
the user may manipulate data to generate a different perspective 
of the problem at hand and, hence, offers a solution to many 
varied problems. One area of application for computer graphics 
is the field of flight simulation. 
At the University of Central Florida, research is being conducted 
in the area of computer graphics simulation to develop a method 
through which a pictorial representation of the outline of a small 
airport runway may be modified to appear as viewed by a pilot in 
a defined airspace. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a means of interfacing 
a small computer to a flight simulator device as well as a graphics 
terminal. This new implementation of the software w~ll allow a 
pictorial display to be continuously modified by the changing 
positional and attitudinal parameters provided from a flight 
simulator's input. Another goal of this paper is to generate 
faster display turnaround times by programming the computer in 
assembly language. Further, the hardware that accomplishes- this 
task is discussed. Fjnally, suggestions for continued research 
in this area conclude the report. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In a paper, O'Callaghan (1972, p. 123) says, "The feature 
distinguishing a graphic language from other languages for man-
machine communication is the use of pictures during the inter-
action." Work in defining what is expected of a graphic language 
has resulted in several world-wide conferences where scientists 
and engineers have tried to find ways of standardizing essential 
and fundamental concepts. The International Federation for 
Information Processing (IFIP) Working Conference on Graphic 
Languages (Nake and Rosenfeld 1972) found that there exists 
three levels of interest: 
a. Formal languages which generate or parse non-string-like 
objects such as arrays, labeled graphs, etc. 
b. Programming languages for interactive graphics. 
c. Software packages for both graphics and image processing. 
In the 1976 IFIP Workshop on Methodology In Computer 
Graphics, the committee, after an initial study, decided as a 
necessary preliminary step, to concentrate on creating a methodology 
around which a standard could later be built (Guedj and Tucker, 
1979). 
From this workshop a number of classifications, definitions, 
and recommendations emerged as an approach for manipulating pictorial 
2 
representations by a computer. Guedj and Tucker (197~, P· . 193) 
thought that a high-level language methodology would be useful for 
most computer graphics applications as stated in their notes on 
the final session of the workshop: 
In application programs using graphics, various 
transformations are used at different phases of the 
process, i.e., viewing and modeling situations. All 
transformations employ the same basic matrix operations. 
However, their corresponding natural interpretations 
differ and depend on the context. The practice of using 
transformations interactively has often led to some 
confusion of concepts and consequently can strained 
[constrains, SIC] the portability of the whole applica-
tion, for instance, to use a transformation usually 
associated with modeling during the viewing phase or 
vice versa. 
At the University of Central Florida, work in the computer 
graphics area is being concentrated on its application to small 
computers. Local interest in a graphics package as it could be 
applied to a flight simulator problem is perhaps fostered by the 
University's proximity to the Naval Training Equipment Center, whose 
task is to provide, upgrade, and modify training simulators of all 
types for the Armed Services. In a research paper, Larry Holley 
investigated the need for universal graphics language and ·reviewed 
several computer graphics systems. Mr. Holley (1975, p. 5) stated 
the following: 
The op1n1on as to whether assembly language or 
compiler-level language should be used has changed over 
the brief life-span of the computer business. Originally 
one would have worked exclusively in assembly language or 
machine language. The compilers that existed were very 
inefficient and very slow, and they produced very slow 
running codes. 
3 
Prompted by this research, further work was done by 
Mr. Jerry Campbell (1979) who took the above recommendations and 
coupled them with an interest in Flight Simulation. Mr. Campbell's 
research resulted in a BASIC flight simulation program which 
graphically outlines the view of an airport runway that is modified 
with the viewer's changing position in space. However, the two 
minutes required for the generation of each display is obviously 
too slow for the dynamically changing flight simulator inputs and 
hence prohibits a realistic display on a continuous basis. This 
is due to the computation time required by the high-level interpre-
tive language to perform the required mathematical transformations. 
This study is designed to improve the algorithm implementation 
presented in BASIC by Mr. Campbell. It will allow display updates 
to occur via six analog signals from a flight simulator. The 
computer will provide the user with prompts which will allow him to 
initialize the system, choose a desired airport runway, and tell 
him when a landed condition has occurred. A transformation from 
the high-order BASIC code to a corresponding assembly language 
program allows a more efficient means of manipulating the data and 
display updates improve to a rate of 2 to 3 times per second. The 
study uses a subroutine provided by Sublogic's Bruce Artwick (1977) 
that will perform the mathematical manipulations required. Finally, 
the system's hardware is discussed. The end product of the -report 
is a system which brings all of these elements together yielding an 
• 
operational flight simulator. 
CHAPTER II 
THE SYSTEM HARDWARE 
The defined system hardware used in this study is shown in figure l 
and consists of the following component parts: 
l. A Southwest Technical Products Corporation Motorola 6800-based 
Microcomputer with 32K Bytes of memory and a floppy disk operating 
system. This computer houses an Innovative Technology Model AD-68A 
Analog to Digital Converter which is used to interface the M6800 
with 6 analog signals provided by the ATC-610J Flight Simulator. 
In addition a Pre-Amp Board which serves to scale the analog 
inputs (Offset and Gain Adjusts) developed by former University 
of Central Florida student Art Weeks, from the ATC-610J precedes 
the AD-68A card. The M6800 peripherals include a Dual Floppy Disk 
Drive, a Heathkit Hl4 Line Printer, a ADM Terminal and a Teletype 
~ 
paper t~pe reader. 
2. An ATC-610J Flight Simulator developed by Analog Training 
Computers Incorporated. Detailed information concerning this device 
may be found in its Service Manual (Analog Training Computers, 
Inc. 1977). 
3. A GT-6144 Digital to Video Graphics Interface developed by 
Southwest Technical Product Corporation provides the link between 
the M6800 computer and the television monitor. 
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6 
4. A Video Output Monitor is provided for the purpose of 
displaying the new views of the landing strip. 
The assembled program can be loaded into the computer's random 
access memory via the floppy disk drives and the teletype's paper 
tape reader. 
The six analog signals which will serve to update the config-
uration of the output are X and Z position, Altitude, Pitch, Bank, 
and Heading. The initial position parameters are loaded from the 
sequencing program and the simulator is initialized through in-
structive computer driven prompts. Otherwise the ongoing simula-
tion will require the analog signals to be allowed to be input from 
the ATC-610J Flight Simulator upon demand from the computer. As the 
student pilot maneuvers the simulator towards a landing, the 
positional signals will change. These signals are provided to the 
Pre-Amp board which scales all of the signals for a minimum of 0.00 
volts and a maximum of 2.50 volts. The minimum and maximum 
voltage values for each parameter are summarized here: 
0~00 Volts 2.50 Volts 
x Position -28,500 feet +28,500 feet 
z Position -28,500 feet +28,500 feet 
Altitude 5 ,000 feet 0 feet 
Pitch goo _goo 
Bank goo -90° 
Heading goo -1800 
7 
When the computer requests new parameter informatin the appro-
priate analog signal polled will be sampled and compared via the AD-68A 
card resident within the M6800 (see Appendix D for details of the 
AD-68A operation). As each signal is polled, a computer sub-
routine will save the 8 bit hexadecimal digital representation of 
the analog voltage which it has sampled. The program must then 
convert this voltage representation of the parameter into actual units 
of the parameter and further in the case of the angular components 
of Pitch, Bank, and Heading into the appropriate 11 sine 11 or "cosine" 
of the angle. A summary of the transformations required for each 
scaled 8 bit parameter input, which is a voltage representation of the 
value, to the correct 16 bit two's complement parameter units value 
is shown in Appendix C. It also contains a diagram that defines the 
direction of movement conventions required by the system software 
driver. Upon completion of the mathemathical algorithm which 
serves to clip, translate, and project the 3 dimensional geometry 
into a two-dimensional picture the information of the new display 
is provided by the computer in the form of a From (X,Y) and To 
(X,Y) coordinate within a dimensioned screen. The GT-6144 graphics 
Interface has the job of receiving the information from the computer 
and providing the proper video signals so that the new display may 
be shown. Details of the GT-6144 Graphics Interface Box are 
provided in Appendix E along with an explanation of its ope~ation. 
CHAPTER III 
BASIC PRINCIPLES 
Before proceeding on with the detailed explanation of the 
new implementation, it is necessary to briefly outline the 
principles upon which it is based. This chapter will define the 
coordinate systems and their interrelationships, review the 
scaling problem, define the variables used, and identify differences 
between the BASIC algorithm and the Assembly algorithm. 
The variables, X3, Y3, and Z3, are denoted either a viewpoint 
or eye coordinate (Xe, Ye, Ze), and are respectively the viewer's 
West/East, Altitude, and South/North coordinate locations within 
the defined field of play. The angular components which also must 
be input concerning the viewers attitude are: Pitch, P, the angle 
of inclination from which the observer views the scene (i.e., 
nose up or nose down); Bank _!3_~ __ the angle of tilt of the wings from 
the true horizon, and; Heading, H, the direction the viewer is facing 
in relations to the XZ axis plan. In addition, two constants that 
are required are V, the tangents of the field of view, and W [(screen 
width /2) - l] which is used to scale the final output points to 
the screen. Figure 2 shows how these parameters are defined. 
Y Axis 
Altitude 
l.for 1 d Origin 
(Xw,Yw,Zw) 
9 
Pitch 
Z Axis 
South/North 
\ 
rigure 2. Definition of Parameters 
• 
X Axis 
~Jest/East 
10 
Tr.e gaming area of "War l d" size for the "BASIC" routine imp le-
mentat ion is not tightly constrained by the software because it uses a 
floating point mathematical package. The package will accommodate 
numbers that exceed the pixel resolution of the GT-6144 display driver. 
Since the "BASIC" routines only input source is through a keyboard via 
the operator, there are no hardware constraints on the system field of 
play. 
The Assembly algorithm is constrained in the "World" size 
because of two factors. First, the addition of the ATC-610J simulator 
and the Pre Amp scaling hardware limit the field of play to: 
±75 nautical miles in the North/South or Z direction, 
±75 nautical miles in the East/West or X direction, 
and 5000 feet in Altitude oY Y direction. 
In addition the new implementation's display driver software constrains 
the gaming area by requiring the 16 bit two's complement mathemati-
cal package format. The constraint confines the maximum "area of 
regard" for the system to be 
+32768 to -32767 feet in X, Z, and Y directions. 
The new software uses a method through which the 8 bit digitized 
voltage input (variables X3, Y3, Z3) is used to select the correct 
unit of measure value (variables xy, vy, ZV) of the parameter. Since 
the AD-68A allows only 250 possible 8 bit inputs (instead of 256) to 
select the required 16 bit two's complement value the field .of regard 
or displayable area is confined again. The X and Z compone~t parameters 
11 
are actually limited to a range of ±28,500 feet and each incremental 
change in the 8 bit input is equivalent to 228 feet. 
Notice the X and Z directions are limited by the scaling for 
the software driver while the Altitude (5000 feet) is limited by the 
ATC-610J simulator hardware. This effect allows the aircraft to fly 
in a "Simulated World" equivalent to the dimensions allowed by the 
ATC-610J hardware. However, the area of the world which is allowed 
to be viewed by the software driver is limited to the scaled two's 
complement (±28,500 feet) value in the X and Z directions and 
5,000 feet in Altitude. The problem is further complicated due to 
the fact that the runway is not located at the simulator world origin. 
This results in two constant translation offsets in the X and 
Z directions that must be accounted for in the Assembly version 
which were not required by the Basic routine. Figures 3 and 4 help 
to clarify these relationships. Before leaving the discussion of the 
coordinate scaling of parameter~, it should be .noted that the altitude 
parameter has a resolution of approximately: · 
5000 Feet 20 feet/incremental 8 bit input change. 250 possibilities 
This parameter as input from the ATC-610J simulator, howeve~, is not 
a linear function and consequently each 1000 foot interval required 
independent scaling. 
The angular components of the pilot's attitude are also 
constrained by the ATC-610J hardware and the Assembly version 
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14 
software. The display driver constrains the Pitch, Bank, and 
Heading parameters all in the same way. The 16 bit two's complement 
variable may vary between +178.59 degrees and -180 degrees. The 
most significant byte of the 16 bits is always 0. Only the least 
significant 8 bits are used which results in a resolution of 1 .4065 
degrees. 
The real limiting factor for the angular components is the 
simulator's hardware. The pitch and bank components analog input 
varies between ±90 degrees. For the pitch parameter the maximum 
nose up position has a voltage output of 2.5 volts from the Pre-
Amp board. The even flight condition occurs at 1 .25 volts and max 
, down, -90 degrees, occurs at 0.00 volts. The Bank parameters analog 
scaling defines the left wing down as, -90 degrees, which is a 
2.50 volt input. The right wing down condition is +90 degrees and a 
0.00 volt input. The wing's level condition is the 0 degree 
position and has a 1.25 volt input. 
The heading component varies from -180 degrees represented 
by 2.5 volts, to +90 degrees represented by 0.00 volts. Note 
that 270 degrees are represented by the heading input from the 
ATC-610J. The northly heading 0° or 360° is represented by a 
voltage of 0.860. 
The search for the correct 16 bit two's complement value for 
the angular parameters is done in the same manner as the coordinate 
parameters. The 8 bit scaled and digitized value input for the 
1 5 
parameter (variables PITCH, BANK, HEAD) are used to find the 
correct 16 bit two's complement value (variables PV, BV, HV) out of 
250 possibilities. 
In both the 11 BASIC 11 and 11 ASSEMBLY 11 program implementations, 
the three dimensional World coordinates of the airport runway are 
stored in database arrays in RAM. The World X values are stored in 
array Al and the World Z coordinates are in A2. There is no World 
Y (Altitude direction) database array because the runway is assumed 
to be on the ground. Consequently, all of these values are zeros. 
It is important to realize the 11 World Y11 defines the Altitude 
position in space whereas 11 Screen Y11 is depth into the screen and is 
dependent primarily on the North/South position, the heading direction 
and the altitude, although the other parameters also affect it. 
The diagram in Figure 5 helps to show these relationships. 
The BASIC program stores the database in two 192xl arrays and 
requires two For-Next routines to allow the data to be input to the 
appropriate dimensional array. The data is stored in units of 100 
feet. Conversely, the Assembly program must store the two's 
complement values of the endpoints of a runway with regard to the 
Screen origin. The program allows selection of a database between 
two airport database configuration~, both located at the same 
world coordinates. Each runway's Northeast corner is located 
1 nautical mile South and 0.5 nautical miles West of the 
Simulator or World Origin. This relates to an arbitrarily chosen 
+ World 
Y = Altitude 
16 
+ ~Jor l d Z = 
North 
(Into Screen) 
Yl and Y5 
are always zero. 
+ Scr~en ~
"To" ~-Jorl d 
Coordinate 
(X5,Y5,Z5) 
~forld Origin 
(Xw,Yw,Zw) 
Figure 5. 
- -
- -
-
-
-~+ Screen 
x 
+ World 
= East 
Screen Coordinates Versus 
World Coordinates 
II From" vJor l d 
Coordinate (x1,v 1,z1) 
x 
l 7· 
Screen origin which is lp,040 feet South and West of the So~thwest 
corner of the runway (Figure 4). 
A significant problem that is faced with a Flight Simulation 
program is the mathematical array manipulation. It is required of the 
programmer to generate the appropriate three-dimensional coordinate 
transformation equation for each data base array element in order to 
convert the flight perspective into a two dimensional graphics 
display. 
These transformations can be classified under the generic 
name geometric transformation. Geometric transformations are 
objective mappings from the coordinate space (Giloi, 1978). 
The three types of manipulations which must occur to 
accomplish the transformation are as follows: 
1 ) Rotation , 
2) Translation, 
3) Cl i pp i ng · 
It should be remembered that for each manipulation of the data 
base the transformation must occur without changing the geometrical 
relationship of the data points in the original data . base, that is., 
the scene should appear to move around the viewer. These requirements 
are aptly outlined by Pau~, Falk, and Feldman (1969). 
The Basic routine configures the well-known 3x3 Transformation 
Matrix through a subroutine which uses the cosine series expansion 
to find the sine and cosine of the ang~lai .P~rameters. The sines 
18 
are generated by initially subtracting 90 degrees. Once the sine 
and cosine of the pitch, ban~, and heading are obtained, the Matrix 
Generator routine forms the 9 element, Tl-T9 Transformation Matrix. 
This study is not intended to explain well documented theory on the 
required mathematical manipulation s , however, a detailed explanation 
of the Transformation Matrix as it applies to rotation about an axis 
can be found in Barry, Ellis, Graesser, and Marshall (1969). 
The new implementation incorporates a subroutine package 
developed by Bruce Artwick of Sublogic (1977) to perform the mathe-
matical manipulations. The sine and cosine of the parameter are 
obtained through look-up tables in order to speed up the processing. 
When the Tl-T9 elements of the Transformation Matrix have 
been generated from updated input variables a new display must be 
generated. At this point both the BASIC program and the Assembly 
program call the Graphics Display Driver routine to erase the 
screen. The BASIC routine uses the POKE command to allow it to 
choose one of five possible directives for the GT-6144 hardware. 
The POKE command which takes the 1st element of the field pair in 
decimal and stores it at the decimal location defined by the second 
element of the pair can choose one of five tasks: 
User 1 =PIA Initialization Routine Call 
User 2 = Joystick Initialization Routine Call 
User 3 = Erase Routine Call 
• 
19 
User 4 = PIXEL Routine Call 
or User 5 = SHOW2 Routine Call [Draw Line (X~, Yl) to (X~, Y2)]. 
The second element of the pair is the decimal equivalent of the storage 
location in memory for the variable. It should be noted that the 
POKE command is required by the BASIC program so that it may communi-
cate with the assembly complied Graphics Display Driver routine. 
The Assembly version program simply stores the number of the 
desired routine call in the accumulator and branches to the 
beginning of the Display Driver routine where its value is decoded. 
When the desired routine has been decode~, another branch is initiated 
which allows the function to be implemented. 
Upon completion of the Transformation Matrix generation which 
satisfies the rotational mathematical manipulation and erasure of 
the display scree~, a translation is required. The BASIC routine 
translates each database From coordinate and eath database To 
X3 
coordinate by adding the three element vector Y3 of the Viewer's 
Z3 
Eye Coordinate in space to it. The routine temporarily stores 
Gl 
these values in scratch-pad memory locations Sl for the From 
G5 Kl 
coordinate and 55 for the To coordinate. The translated coordinate 
K5 
is then multipl1ed by the Transformation Matrix. As each From and 
To element pair is transforme~, the resulting vector between the From 
and To points is compared to the boundary equations defining the 
intersection of the Viewing Pyramid with the screen in the ~lipping 
routine. 
20 
A good explanation of the requirements of the Clipping Algorithm 
is given by Blinn and Newell (1978). Figure 6 demonstrates -
a 1 i ne that is in need of pushing to the bou-nda-ry of the pyramid. 
Flags in the BASIC program Cl-C3 are used to code the required 
direction of push (Left, Righ~, Up and Down respectively) for the 
From coordinate and C4-C8 in the same manner for the To coordinate. 
Finally variable P2 the projection code is set to 1 if the line 
is on the screen and made 0 if it is not. Upon completion of the 
Clipping mathematics the Projection Subroutine is called. This 
routine first checks to see if either Zl or ZS is zero and if they 
are prevents the eventual divide by zero by setting them to 0.001. 
The 3 Dimensional start and end point along with information about 
the screen width (W = Stree~ Width - 1 = 32) are input and the following 
mathematics will perform the projection: 
X2 = (Xl/Zl) * W 
X2 = (Yl/Zl) * W 
X4 = (X5/Z5) * W 
Y4 = (Y5/Z5) * W 
In this way, dividing each start and end point of a line that falls 
within the viewing pyramid by the depth and then multiplying by 
the half width of the monitor screen, a true perspective image will 
be obtained. 
The order of the mathematical manipulations of Rotation, 
Translation, and Clipping is important in that different orders 
of the routines will result in different displays of a point on the 
screen. It is, therefore, imperative that the updated position 
Push Start ?oint to 
Pyramid IntErsection 
on the Z = Screen 
-X Plane 
. 21 · 
Viewer's Pyramid 
Z = Screen -Y Plane 
Z = Screen Y Plane 
Vi evJer 
Push End Point to 
Pymarid Intersection 
on the Z = Screen X 
Plane 
+Z 
t -Y 
lL_ +X 
Figure ·6. A Line in Need of Clipping 
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variable information be allowed to be input at this same poi~t 
in the algorithm as the initial variables were so that the same program 
flow and hence order is followed. If this were not so the same scene 
could produce a different display each time the routine was used and 
displayed. A good summary of what is required of a graphics algorithm 
can be found in Williams (1972) and specifics on the needs of a graphics 
manipulating language is available in Takasawa, Moriguchi, and Sakamaki 
(1972). 
When the 20 coordinates are acquired for each of the 192 
elements of the database array the new display is drawn. After all 
the elements have been individually and . appropriately Transformed 
Clipped, and Projected the program is directed to decide again if the 
6 input variables have changed. If they have not changed a manual 
input is requested. If they have changed the screen will be erased 
and a new Transformation Matrix will be generated. 
The new software package encodes the 8 clipping flags CO-C7 
instead of Cl-CS. The field of view parameter is identified by 
"AV" rather than "V" and 11 SCRN 11 is the parameter used for screen width 
rather than "W", : A 1 so, · the new a 1 gori thm does the required 
manipulations in the same order as the Basic algorithm; however, 
the rout~ne uses the 2's complement math processor containing a 
fast multiplier subroutine. The multiplier subroutine does not check 
for resulting overflow conditions which result in the occasinnal 
display of points on the wrong side of the scene. The mirrored image 
display distortion from not implementing the function of the variable 
P2 is tolerated so that increased processing speed may be obtained. 
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The final difference in the assembly language routine is that it will 
return to the point in the routine where the updated parameters from 
the simulator are obtained automatically. The new input values are 
compared to the previously stored values. This feature allows the 
flight simulation to proceed until a landed condition that is, 
generated simulation altitude = 0 feet, has occurred. 
CHAPTER IV 
A NEW IMPLEMENTATION 
This chapter will explain t~e details of the Flight 
Simulator Assembly Program. Although the basic structure of the 
program flow is similar to the BASIC algorithm, there are some 
significant departures from the previous implementation. This is due to 
the M6800 machine architecture which only allows instructions 
based on an 8-bit word. The BASIC program operating system allows 
floating point mathematics, and ease in defining, dimensioning, 
and manipulating arrays within a single command line. It is rather 
obvious therefore, that a single command line from the BASIC 
program may take many lines of ASSEMBLY code to perform the equiva-
lent task. 
The ASSEMBLY code is contained in three object files 
OJFLITA, OJFLITB, and OJFLITC on a floppy disk. (The source files 
are each on a separate disk and are respectively FLITA, FLITB, and 
FLITC). In addition, the Sublogic 30 to 20 program and airport 
data bases are presently stored on paper tape. The tape can be 
loaded after the disk object files are loaded by accessing the 
SWTBUG monitor, and reading it into memory from the teletype 
paper tape reader. 
From the fl ow chart provided in Figure 7, it can 
b~ seen that five reserve memory arrays must be fi~led. 
The format o.f the Control Array, Input Buffer Array and =-
Output Buffer Array are shown in Figure 8. The Control Array 
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CONTROL 
ARRAY 
LOADED 
AIRPORT 
DATABASES 
LOADED 
PARAMETER 
CONVERSION 
ARRAYS 
USER 
PROMPT 
ARRAYS 
RESERVED 
MEMORY 
FILLED 
START 
MACRO 
STORE STACK 
AND 
CLEAR 
ACCUMULATORS 
2.5 
CLEAR 
FLAGS AND 
VARIABLE 
MEMORY 
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Figure 7. Flow Chart of FLITSIM Assembly Program 
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GOAGN 
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END 
Figure 7. · Continued 
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THE CONTROL ARRAY 
Address 
0100,0101 
0102,0103 
0104,0105 
0106,0107 
0108,0109 
OlOA,OlOB 
OlOC,0100 
OlOE 
OlOF,0110 
0111,0112 
·The Input Array 
Address Value 
1300 Code 
1301 1302 x 
1303 1304 Y = 0000 Always 
1305 1306 z 
1307 Code 
1308 1309 x 
130A 1308 Y = 0000 Always 
130C 1300 z 
130E Code 
If the Code = 
· Parameter 
xv ) 
YV ) 
zv ) 
PV 
BV 
HV 
AV 
SCRN 
IBP 
OBP 
Viewer's Location 
In Space 
Viewer's Pitch 
Viewer's Bank 
Viewer's Heading 
Field of View 
Screen's Width 
Input Buffer Pointer 
Output Buffer Pointer 
·The Output Array 
Address Value 
1800 Code 
1801 From X 
1802 From Y 
1803 To X 
1804 To Y 
1805 Code 
1806 From X 
1807 From Y 
1808 To X 
1809 To Y 
180A Code 
If Code is 55 Hex Line is to 
25 Hex A Start Point is defi.ned. 
26 Hex A Continue to or End Point 
is defined. 
be projected on screen. If it 
is any other value, it signifies 
the end of the array. 
Any other value = End of Array 
Figure 8. The Format of the Arrays 
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consists of the memory locations reserved for the six 16 bit 
positional parameters, the 16 bit Field of View parameter; the 8 
bit Screen Width parameter, and two pointers. These pointers identify 
the start addresses of the airport database array .chosen and the 
scratch pad memory which will be filled by the sequencing program 
upon transformation of each line to be displayed. 
The Control Array resides in memory locations 0100 to 0112 and 
have the following restrictions: · 
XV, YV, ZV - represent the pilots X (West/East) position, Altitude, 
and Z (South/North) position respectively. They are 
16 bit two's complement values (+ 32767 decimal units) 
located in memory at addresses 0100 to 0105 with the 
lower address containing the most significant byte. 
The maximum "world" size capability is therefore 1252 . 
cubic nautical miles assuming 1 foot = 1 bit scaling. 
West and South values will fall in the 0000 - 7FFF hex 
range, while East and North will range from hex FFFF - 8000. 
PV, BV, HV - represent the viewers attitude parameters of Pitch, 
Bank, and Heading. Although they are also 16 bit values 
the most significant byte is always zero. The allow-
able range of +127 to -128 units is scaled for an 
angular range of +178.59 degrees to --180 degrees. This 
is equivalent to 1.40625 degrees per bit. These para-
meters are located at memory addresses 0106 ~o OlOB and 
also have the most significant byte at the lower 
AV 
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address. 
is the Field of View parameter and is a double precision, 
2 byte, two's complement value ranging from 0 to 32767 
decimal. The maximum value 32767 represents a 45 degrees 
half field of view or 90 degree full field of view. The 
present program will always use this maximum value, 
however, by performing the calculation: 
AV (decimal) = 32767 *tangent of~ Full 
Field of View angle desired 
either wide angle or telescope views can be generated. 
Negative fields of view will cause mirror images of the 
field behind the viewer to be projected and hence are 
not to be used. AV is located in memory at addresses 
OlOC and 0100. 
SCRN - is the single unsigned value of screen width of the 
display device and can range from 0 to 255. The present 
program assigns decimal 64 to this parameter because 
a square screen is assumed by the 30 to 20 converter 
program, so that the minimum screen pixel dimension 
must be used. The GT-6144 Graphics Interface has a 
64 x 96 pixel video output resolution. 
IBP, OBP - are both address pointers and hence unsigned 16 bit 
values. They are located respectively at adQresses 
OlOF, 0110 and 0111, 0112. The Input Buffer Jointer, 
"IBP" will point to the starting address of the chosen 
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airport database, while "OBP", the Output Buffer Pointer 
is the pointer to the scratch pad memory which contains 
the transformed 2 dimensional display data. 
The two Airport databases are loaded into memory locations 
1300 to 1362 and 1100 to 1296. They represent two configured run-
ways at the same "World" location. The user is able to choose the 
smaller database which allows faster display times to occur on the 
screen, or the larger database which contains a land grid and a 
building in addition ·to the runway. The 30 to 20 converter routine 
requires that the screen origin be placed in the center of the 
screen, however, the GT-6144 Graphics Interface requires it to be 
at the bottom left. For this reason a coordinate translation is 
required. The airport runway is located at hex 30 coordinates 
X = 2738, Y = 0000 and Z = 2738. 
The Input Buffer database arrays are formatted as follows: 
Control Word: This is an 8 bit code which is either Hex 25 desig-
nating a "Start" coordinate point follows, or Hex 
26 designating a "Continue To" coordinate follows. 
Any other hex value in this array position will 
signify the end of the array. 
X, Y, Z Position: These are each 16 bit double precision two's 
compliment values of the airport's boundary lines and 
must follow the control word in order. Th~Y value, 
Altitude, is always zero and the Z value r~presents 
• 
a direction into the screen, in our case South (before 
the screen)/North (further into the screen). The X 
position is, of course, our West/East coordinate. 
It should be remembered that the most sign1ficant byte 
of the pair is located in the lower address location. 
The Parameter Conversion Arrays are designed to produce the 
proper 3D to 2D routine value for each of the 6 positional parameters 
of the viewer. The X, Y, and Z coordinates of the pilot's location 
within the world and his altitude parameters of Pitch, Bank and 
Heading are each input to the computer via 6 analog signals. These 
signals are prescaled by the Pre-Amp Board and then applied to the 
Innovative Technology AD-68A Analog to Digital Converter Board within 
the computer. The AD-68A card is polled by the computer to allow 
one of the analog signals to be converted to an 8 bit value. (Maxi-
mum value of FA and a minimum value of 00). This means 250 dif-
ferent values for each parameter are allowed and must be scaled to 
both the "Simulator's World" and the "3D to 2D routines World." 
The X (West/East) and Z (South/North) inputs are scaled in the 
same way. Recall that the Airport Database's front left corner is 
located at: 
X = +10,040 feet (2738 Hex) 
Z = +10,040 feet (2738 Hex) 
from the Display Terminals origin. Each bit increment is 1 foot and 
a range of +32,767 (7FFF) to -32,768 (8000) feet is allowed. The 
-
Viewer's coordinate system origin is located in the same place as 
the Display Terminals' origin within the "Graphics Display World, 11 
however the Viewers position is defined as follows: 
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(8000) = -32,768 feet = Max North or East Position 
(FFFF) = -1 foot = Min North or East Position 
(0000) = 0 feet = Origin 
(0001) = +1 foot = Min South or West Position 
(7FFF) = +32,767 feet = Max South or West Position 
Imposing the 3D Viewers coordiante system over the Display Terminals 
coordinate system (i.e. Overlay the 3D Viewer coordinate system on 
top of the origin and axes already defined by the Graphics Display 
Termtnal) the pilot would have to be at his 3D coordinate position: 
X = -10,040 feet (D8FO) East of Origin ./ 
Z = -10,040 feet (D8FO) North of Origin / 
to be at the front left corner of the runway. The illustration in 
Figure g shows this relationship. The A/D values input from the 
simulator are 8 bit bytes and range from 00 to FA Hex. (250 values 
allowed). This range is defined as follows: 
FA = +28,500 feet = Max feet South or West 
7D = 0 feet = Simulator World Origin 
00 = -28,500 feet = Max feet North or East 
Each bit increment input from the A/D is equal to 228 feet. The 
A/D origin is located 1.0 nautical mile North and 0.5 nautical miles 
East of the back· right corner of the airport's runway. Knowing that, 
1 nautical mile = 6080 feet, 
6080 feet/nautical mile = 26.67 bits/nautical mile 
228 feet/bit 
3040 feet/nautical ~mile = 13 . 33 bits/nautical ~mile 228 feet/bit 
Y Axis 
Altitude 
8000 BOOO 32,76B 
BADO 7530 30,000 
BIEO 4E20 20,000 
08FO 2710 10,000 
EC78 13BB 
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Z Axis 
NORTH 
8000 BOOO 32,76B 
0,000 
/ / / 
/ / 
// 
/ /ll ,B40 20,000 30,000 32,76B 
X Axis To 7FFF 
WEST 273B 2E40 4E20 7530 8000 EAST 
BADO BOOO 
To 7FFF 
SOUTH 
To 7FFF 
Below Gnd 
Dimensions: 
DBCB 0224 BlEO 
Top or Right of Axis = Decimal Distance 
from Graphics Display Terminal Ori·gin 
1st Left or Below Axis = Hex Distance 
from Graphics Display Terminal Origin 
2nd Left or Below Axis = 3D/2D Converter 
Routine Viewer Coordinate System 
Simulator World Size is + 28,500 feet in X and 
z, +5,000 feet Altitude Y. 
3D/2D World Size is +32,767 feet, -32,768 feet 
in X, Z, and Altitude Y. 
Scale: l/8 11 = 1,000 feet 
Figure 9. Relationship of Coordinate Systems 
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are the numbers which must be subtracted from the A/D Z a~d A/O X 
values input to perform the final translation for the airports' 
location within the "Simulator's World." A portion of the table 
which converts from the A/D input value to the 30 conversion 
routine values is shown: 
Analog Alread~ Subtracted Sfmul ator 30 .Hex Value 30 Decimal 
Volts A/D Input X,Z Distance Reguired X,Z Coordinate 
(Feet) (Feet) 
2.24 El +22,800 3200 +12,800 
1.69 A9 +10,032 0020 +32 
1.26 7E +228 0904 -9772 
1.25 70 0 08FO -10,000 
1.24 7C -228 080C -10,228 
0.81 51 -10,032 Bl CO -20,032 
0.25 19 -22,800 8000 -32,768 
0.00 00 -28,500 8000 -32,768 
Notice that the A/D Input 70 is on the 
, 
simulators axis but is 
-10,000 feet from the 11 30 to 20 routine World Axis." This in turn 
limits the maximum positive 30 coordinate location (South or West) 
to +12,800 feet from the 30 origin and the maximum negative 30 
location (North or East) to -32,768 feet from the origin. 
The Y value is the Altitude parameter. The Simulator allows 
a 5000 foot ceiling while the 30 to 20 converter routine again 
r~nges from +32,767 to -32,768. The 30 value is distance from the 
{ 
viewers position so that a positive value (0000-7FFF) }s distance 
above the pilot and negative values (FFFF-8000) are distances below 
the viewers position. The maximum distance below the pilpt the 
airport can be is 5000 feet or EC4A hex. Since this parameter's 
analog voltage is nonlinear, it i~ not possible to assign a 
constant relating the nu~ber of feet per .01 volts. Inste~d, 
the nonlinearity requires_ that each 1000 foot interval is scaled 
independently. Representative values follow: 
Analog A/0 Simulator 30 Hex Value 30 Viewer 
Volts Input Altitude Required To Ground 
2.50 FA 0 Feet 0000 0 Feet 
1. 70 AA 1000 Feet FC18 -1000 Feet 
1. 30 82 2000 Feet F830 -2000 Feet 
0.90 5A 3000 Feet F448 -3000 Feet 
0.50 32 4000 Feet F060 -4000 Feet 
0.00 00 5000 Feet EC78 -5000 Feet 
The attitude parameters are also input by the A/D card and 
the 8 bit digital word received is a voltage representation of an 
angle. The 30 to 20 converter routine is set up for a 16 bit 
double precision two's complement value to be received. The most 
significant byte (lower address) is always a zero and the least 
significant byte has a range as follows: 
Max = 7F = 178.59 ~egrees 
Mid = 00 0 degrees 
Min = 00 = - 180 degrees 
This means each bit increment is equivalent to 1.4065 de~rees. 
. :in 
The Pitch parameter is the aircrafts position with !espect 
to a transverse axis (nose up or down condition). The simulator 
limits the angular range from +90 ~egrees (nose straight up) to 
-90 d.egrees (straight dive or down). Each 0.01 volt input or bit 
increase corresponds to 0.720 ~egrees. The array is set up as 
follows: 
Analog A/D Simulator 30 .Hex Value 30 
~olts Input Pitch Required Pitch 
· (Degrees) (Degrees) 
007F 178.59 
0.00 00 -90 0040 90 
0.62 3E -45 0020 45 
1.25 70 0 0000 0 
1.89 BO 45 OOEO . -45 
2.50 FA 90 ooco -90 
0080 -180 
Notice that a positive A/D Input (nose up) corresponds to a negative 
30 value (nose up, scene moves down). 
The Bank parameter is the aircraft's lateral inclination 
from the horizon, sometimes called Roll. It also allows for a 
-90 ~egree (left wing straight down) to +90 degree (right wing 
straight down) simulator value range, and therefore is also 
scaled for 0~720 degrees per 0.01 volts. The array is defined as 
follows: 
Analog 
Volts 
0.00 
0.380 
0.755 
0.907 
1.08 
1.25 
1.40 
1. 55 
1.68 
2.13 
2.50 
A/D 
InpLit 
00 
26 
4C 
58 
6C 
7D 
8C 
98 
A8 
D5 
FA 
"37 
Simulator 
Bank 
(Degrees) 
90 
60 
30 
20 
10 
0 
-10 
.. 20 
-30 
-60 
.. go 
3D Hex Value 3D 
Required Bank 
-(Degrees) 
007F 178.59 
0040 90 
002A 59.06 
0015 29.53 
OOOE 19.68 
0007 9.84 
0000 0.00 
OOF9 .-9.84 
OOF2 -19.68 
OOEA -30.93 
OOD5 -60.46 
ooco -90 
0080 -180 
The final parameter input is the Heading~ Headi~g is the 
.... 
viewers looking direction within the world with respect to the XV 
axis Z plane (i.e. due North would be a 0 degree or 360 degree 
he~di~g). The simulator will allow a range from +90 degrees 
(looki~g due East) to ~180 (looking due South while turning from 
the .West). Hence, 270 degrees of the 360 degree full circle are 
accounted for, which is divided by 250 possible values. This makes 
each bit equivalent to 1_08 ~egrees, The array is defined as 
follows: 
Analog 
Volts 
0.00 
0.38 
0.86 
1.28 
1.6B 
2.00 
2.50 
A/D 
Input 
00 
26 
56 
BO 
AB 
CB 
FA 
3R 
Simulator 
Headina 
(Degrees) 
90 
45 
0 
-45 
-90 
... 135 
-lBO 
3D Hex Value 3D Heading 
Required (Degrees) 
007F 17B.59 
0040 90 
0020 45 
0000 0 
OOEO -45 
ooco 
-90 
OOAO -135 
OOBO -lBO 
The next group of arrqys which must be formatted are the 
User Prompt Arrays. These five arrays consist of the ASCII values 
of the alphanumerics used in the messages displayed on the User's 
Terminal. The messages are designed to first welcome him to the 
system , allow him to choose a desired Airport Database~ instruct 
him in the initialization of the system and sign off upon comple-
tion of the mission. Finally the memory locations which are to be 
used as system variables are reserved . 
The program is actually initiated when the user has completed 
the 11 LOAD 11 procedure (floppy disk and paper tape files), initiated 
the program counter at memory addresses A04B and A049 to 6000, and 
then i.ssui_ng the 11 G11 (go to user subroutine) command from the 
keyboard while in the SWTBUG monitor. 
At hex address 6000 resides th.e program "MACRO." It is the 
MACRO's responsibility to call each subroutine as needed to sequence 
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repeatedly thr~ugh all of the program's requirements. The method 
of calling routines from a MACRO is useful not only in ~~ganizing 
the tasks to be performed into smaller subtasks, but also in 
selecting desired branches while debugging. 
After storing the stack pointer in reserve memory and clearing 
both of the accumulators the Macro issues the first subroutine 
call. Subroutine "CLRMEM 11 is designed to clear the variable 
reserve memory locations and flags along with the scratch pad 
Output Buffer memory. The routine uses two counters "CNT 11 and 
''COUNT" which decide where the routine will branch. There are two 
loops within this routtne controlled by the counters. The variable 
11 COUNT 11 controls the outside loop which will load the starting 
address of the memory array to be cleared and the B accumulator 
with the number of address locations to be cleared. The inside 
loop is controlled by the variable 11 CNT 11 which allows the second 
page of the Output Buffer array to be cleared after completion of 
the clear of the lower page~ When both loops have been completed 
the variable "COUNT" will equal 3 and the pr_ogram is directed 
back to the ·MACRO for the next instructions . 
. The Graphics Interface GT-6144 device is controlled by the 
computer through a (P.I.A.) Peripheral Interface Adaptor printed 
circuit .board_ By correctly storing 8-bit bytes to this card over 
the systems bus lines, the computer is able to format the PIA chip for 
input and/or output lines and then input or output inform~tion to an 
• 
external device, Subroutine ''PIAINT" is des_igned to initially 
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format the PIA printed circuit beard for all outputs and ~hen out-
put the required data to the GT-6144 Graphics Interface tenninal 
to 11 Erase 11 the Video Monitor's screen. Both operations are accom-
plished by loading the A accumulator with a value (range 1 to 6) 
which selects the desired function. The actual task is then 
performed by calling subroutine 11 SCREEN. 11 The six tasks which 
subroutine 11 SCREEN 11 can do are as follows: 
1 = PIA Initialization for GT-6144 (output) 
2 = PIA Initialization for Joystick Box (input) 
3 = Erase Screen 
4 = Pi xe 1 Output 
5 = Show 2 
6 = Start Input from Joystick 
Subroutine 11 Screen 11 resides in memory at location hex 7000. The 
GT-6144 PIA is initialized when a 1 is loaded into the A accumulator. 
When 11 SCREEN 11 i·s called the value in the A accumulator is compared 
and a branch is allowed to direct the program to the code which 
will perform the desired task. The GT-6144 PIA is located .in the 
third 1/0 slot of the computer whi.ch assigns the "Direction Register" 
to address 8009 and the "Peripheral Register'' to address 8008. The 
''Direction Register" is formatted for all outputs and then the 
"Peripheral Register" is readied for output data. The 11 Screen 11 
routi.ne is then exited and the program returns to the ''PIAINT'' 
routine II The A Accumulator is then loaded ~Jith a 3 and ttsCREEN" 
is .again called . This time the "SCREEN" routine perfonns the 
Al 
11 Erase 11 task. The "Erase" routine wil 1 set the horizonta.l 
position to the far ~ight and then enter a loop which will clear 
all pixels in a vertical bar moving from right to left. The first 
time through this loop the vertical bar extends the full pixel 
height of the screen equal to 96, however, subsequent passes will 
clear only a pixel height of 64 because the screen is _assumed to 
be square for the 30 to 20 routine. Upon completion of the 
11 ERASE 1' task the program is directed first back to the "PIAINT 11 
subroutine and then back to the MACRO. 
When the PIA has been initialized the user should be informed 
via message prompts of the details to the setup of the ATC-610J 
Simulator. Subrouti·ne "PROMPT 11 will di.splay on the user's terminal 
the five messages he requires. The first message, "WELCQM., 11 
welcomes him to the system and tells him briefly what the system 
wi 11 do " When the user has finished reading the ''WELCOM" paragraph 
he depresses the spacebar. This allows the routine to print 11 MSG/-\ 11 
which enables the user to choose which airport database he wants to 
be displayed. After he selects the database "MSGB" is printed 
which asks him to continue to the simulator initialization prompt 
"MSGC." This prompt informs the user to set the communication 
radio frequency to 119.2 MHz and the na~igation radio frequency to 
110.3 MHz~ These are the frequencies developed from the TETERBORO, 
NEW JER~EY airport. It further instructs the user to set the 
~agnetic compass and the gyro compass to read 360 degree~ and the 
altitude to 1000 feet" Finally, it is desired to set the aircraft's 
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attitude for the "Wi.ngs Even" and 11 Level Flight'' condition. The 
last message 11 MSGL 11 will call the "DSPCHR" portion of the routine 
from subroutine "RELPOS. 11 The routine wil 1 first 1 oad the index 
register with the starting address of the next user prompt to 
be displayed. The user prompts consist of the ASCII values of 
the alphanumeric characters stored in memory. Subroutine "DSPCHR" 
is then called which loads the A accumulator with the ASCII value 
addressed, compares it to the end of message value hex 4, and if it 
is not equal put the character out to the terminal. It then 
increments the Index Register and continues in the loop until the 
hex 4 value is detected. When this end of message value is detected 
the routine falls out of the loop and waits for a user response 
from the keyboard. For most messages the response will be the 
detection of the ASCII value for the spacebar, "AO" after which the 
routine will load the index register with the starting address of 
the next prompt array or return to the MACRO. In the case of 
"MSGA, 11 however, the user must make a choice between which of the 
two runways he desires to use. In this case the routine is required 
to detect an input from the user of a 
1 = ASCII 31 for the smaller airport database 
2 = ASCII 32 for the airport database with the ground 
grid and the buildi~g. 
If ASCII 31 is detected, then the program will load the index 
register with the staring address of the smaller airport database 
-(1300 Hex) and store it in memory location, IBP the Input Buffer 
Pointer. If the larger database is desired, then 1100 Hex is stored 
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in the IBP. The routine will default to loading the IBP with 1100 
if any other ASCII value is received . 
Now that the user has initialized the simulator, the "INITLOD" 
subroutine can be called which will store in memory the correct 
values for the aircraft's initial position and altitude . It will 
also load the OBP, Output Buffer Pointer with the correct address 
(1800) and set the screen width variable AV to hex 40 which is, 
of course, 64 decimal pixels. The aircraft attitude is initialized 
for ''Level Fl ight 11 and "Wi_ngs Even" so that the PV and BV variables 
are both set to hex 0000 ~ The heading of the aircraft is due 
North because the gyro and magnetic compasses are at 360 degrees . 
This condition requires a 0000 hex value to be stored in the variable 
HV . The altitude was set for 1000 feet so the value of -1000 
(airport is 1000 feet below viewer hex FC18) is loaded into the 
variable YV. In order for the aircraft to be in line with the 
airport runway, the X (West/East) coordinate must be about -11,109 
feet from the Display Terminal Origin . This would allow the air-
craft to approach the center of the runway. · That would mean that 
the variable XV should be loaded with hex 0500. Finally the Z 
(North/South) coordinate can be loaded with just about any 16 bit 
two's complement number desired . This is because the aircraft is 
flyi~g into the airport parallel to the Z axis. The program loads 
a hex COOO which is -16,384 feet (16,384 feet into screen or 
North). When the variable memory has been loaded the program 
returns to the MACRO~ 
The next MACRO command is identified by the label TEMPLOD and 
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will decrement the most s.ignificant byte of the variable _named ~ Any 
of th~ 6 positional parameters XV, YV, ZV, BV, PV, or HV may be 
used here, but ZV is identified in the program. This command 
coupled with the branch to label TIMONE and then the eventual 
return branch to TMPLOO allow the p~ogram to self loop on itself 
and display a new scene for each change in the selected variable. 
This has the effect of keepi~g all of the other five variables 
constant and observing the change in a particular variable of 
interest. 
The branch to "TIMONE" allows the call "G03020," for the 30 
to 20 Converter routine to take place. This routine developed by 
Sublogic's Bruce Artwick will. generate 2 dimensional start and 
end points which represent lines to be plotted on the display 
tenninal monitor. Point translation (addition of constants to X, 
Y and Z) and rotation (multiplication of the 3X3 array by the 3 
element ve~tor described in the previous chapter) about the viewers 
origin are computed. The rotation matrix must be created once 
per each viewing direction because it will apply to all the points 
for that view. In the interest of speed, lookup tables are used to 
compute the sines and cosines of the angular parameters. The line 
clippi.ng is performed by assigning a 4 bit code to the 20 start 
point (CO~C3) and a 4 bit code to the 20 end point (C4-C8). The 
code is formatted as follows: 
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Start Point End Point Point Locati.on _ 
CO=l C4=1 Left of ... x=Z plane 
Cl=l C5=1 Right of X=Z plane 
C2=1 C6=1 Above the Y=~ plane 
C3=1 C7=1 Below the ~Y=~ plane 
and indicates which side of the viewi~g pyramid the point lies. 
The mathematics are performed, if necessary, for a left or right 
push and the equations are the same as previously described in 
Chapter 3. Finally the 30 to 20 routine will project the line to 
the size of screen by performi.ng the division of each space 
coordinate X and Y by Z (the pointls depth). This will allow a 
true perspective image to b~ generated on the display device. 
Before leaving the 30 to 20 explanation it is important to note 
that in order to increase processing speed, no overflow checking 
is performed in additions and multiplications. This will cause 
points which overflow to end up on the wrong side of the screen 
resulting in display distortions. Detailed information concerning 
this software package can be found in the Sublogic Manual by 
Artwi ck ( 1977). 
When the 30 to 20 routine has completed filling the 2 dimen-
sional (start and end points) Output Buffer array al~ng with the 
control code the MACRO is able to .again call "CLSCRN" which will 
erase · the .screen to prepare it for a new display. This is 
performed by calli .n~ subroutine "SCREEN'' after first loading the 
A accumulator with a 3. Subroutine "DBDRAl~" is then ca 11 ed by the 
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MACRO which will draw the transformed 2 dimensional database 
located in the Output Buffer array as it will look to the viewer. 
The Output Buffer consists of an ordered series of five 8 bit 
words which are defined and ordered as follows: 
Control Word = 55 as long as there is another line to 
be drawn on the screen. The detection 
of any other input signifies the end of 
the file. It is 8 bits long. 
Xl = X coordinate of the start point and is a single 
precision 8 bit word 
Yl = Y coordinate of the start point and is a single 
precision 8 bit word 
X2 = X coordinate of the end point and is 8 bits long 
Y2 = Y coordinate of the end point which is also 8 bits 
1 ong 
The routine loads the index register with the starting address of 
the array and detects a hex 55 which allows it to continue. It 
then increments the index register and loads the values contained in 
locations Xl, Yl, X2, and Y2 in preparation for the eventual out-
put draw. The accumulator A is then loaded with a 5 and the 
routine will call the "SCREEN" subroutine which is the 11 SHOW2 11 
option. The eventua 1 branch to "SHOW2" is fo 11 owed immediately by 
a branch to "SHOW" which will draw the line from (Xl, Yl) to 
(X2, Y2). Upon completion of that lines draw, the routine will 
return to the label "FEED" which will again compare the A accumu-
lator to hex 55. When the routine does not find a hex 55 in this 
array location it wi 11 return back to the MACRO. The "MACRO" then 
allows a choice of three possible branches for the continuation of 
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the o_ngoi.ng simulation. The first branch to label "TMPLOD" will 
allow the program to ch~nge the value of one 30 to 20 routine 16 bit 
two's complement variable (XV, YV, ZV, PV, BV, or HV) of interest. 
This enables the program to loop on itself indefinitely so that the 
user may observe that variables effect on the output display. 
The second choice for a branch, 11 ADS IM, 11 a 11 ows the program 
to be directed to a subroutine named 11 STAPAR. 11 This routine vi1ill 
allow the user to manually fill each of the six A/D positional 
inputs for the purposes of providing a static display of one 
position in space. The A/D variables which have been converted to 
30 to 20 routine values are then easily tested to allow the veri-
fication of the correlation between the simulator position and the 
30 to 20 routine display. 
Finally, the 1 ast branch to 11 GOAGN" is the norma 1 operating 
loop for the program. This loop allows the A/O card to be polled, 
stores the new data in memory and determines if the relative 
position of the viewer has changed. If so, then the routine will 
convert the A/O values into 30 to 20 routine expected values for 
each of the six parameters. The routine will then rejoin the 
program at label "TIMONE" and proceed as before until the aircraft 
has landed or the routine is stopped. 
In order for the different paths of branching to be allowed 
the programmer must manually modify memory by entering the code for 
a NOP (hex 01) from the monitor's Memory Examine feature for each 
of the branch statements that are not desired. 
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Subroutine 11 UPDATE 11 is designed to poll the six input channels 
from the AD-68A card and save an 8 bit voltage value representing 
the analog voltage detected. The routine will store in temporary 
variable "ENABLE" the code which specifies the desired channel to 
be converted. The choices are as follows: 
. - - .. 
Decimal Code Bit True or ·variable Input from 
Required Channel Channel Selectea 
16 4 X3 (West/East Coordi-
nate) 
32 5 Z3 (South/North Coordi-
nate) 
2 1 Y3 (Altitude Coordinate) 
1 0 PITCH 
8 3 BANK 
4 2 HEAD 
After storing the decimal code required to enable the channel 
of interest, the program will call subroutine 11 GETNEW~" This 
routine will enable the A/D-68A card by loading hex 80 into memory 
address hex 800C. This action will initiate a ramp loop starting 
from zero which successively increments the value of the B 
accumulator. This value is applied as an increasing voltage to a 
vol~age comparator whose other input is the enabled analog channel 
voltage. When the comparator changes state or t~e maximum value 
for the B accumulator (FA) is obtained the value of the B accumula-
tor is saved in memory location "NEWDAT." A reset is then performed 
by addressi~g the card (hex $800C) and storing a hex 40 to it's 
control register. The routine then returns to "UPDATE" where 
11 NEWDAT" is stored in the appropriate variable memory location. 
When all six channels have been polled, the routine returns to the 
MACRO where a branch is performed to label "GONORM." Label 11 GONORM1 1 
within the MACRO will call subroutine "RELPOS . 11 This routine deter-
mines if the relative position of the aircraft has changed while the 
p~ogram was off calculating the transformations for the last 
displayed database. The ne\vly received A/D values are stored by 
routine "UPDATE" in memory locations X3, Y3, Z3, PITCH, BANK and 
HEAD. Each of these newly updated parameters are compared to its 
counterpart from the previous run through. These memory locations . 
are, respectively, Ml, Nl, N2, N3, N4 and N5. If any one of the 
new values differs from its previously stored counterpart, the 
routine will return to the MACRO where it will be allowed to pro-
duce a new display for the viewer. If all of the values received 
equal the values from the last pass, then the aircraft has not 
changed its position. In this event, memory location 11 FLGDUN 11 
is incremented and then compared to the number 4. If 11 FLGDUN 11 
equals 4 then it signifies that the routine has tried to obtain a 
change in the viewers position four times unsuccessfully, and the 
p~ogram wi 11 print the s i gnoff message 11 MSGL 11 to the screen. Upon 
completion of the "Landed Message" printout to the user's tenninal 
a software interrupt is accomplished which terminates the user 
program activity. Finally, if the flag, "FLGDUN" does not equal 
4, then the routine wi 11 jump back to the MACRO' s 1abe1 '1GOAGN" 
which will .again try to "UPDATE'' the aircraft's position by polling 
the A/D for the most recent aircraft position. 
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With a successful "UPDATE" and cha.nge in "RELPOS" th.e MACRO 
will be allowed to call subroutine ''CNVRT" whose responsibili.ty is 
to convert the 8 bit newly received A/D values into 16 bit scaled 
units required by the 30 to 20 routine. Another important require-
ment of this routine is to refresh the "last run'' positional 
parameters (Ml, Nl-N5) with the newly received A/D values obtained. 
Fina 11 y, the routine is res pons i b 1 e for the X and Z ''A/O ~forl d '' 
translation and it will accomplish this by subtracting the constants 
decimal 13 from the X position 
13 x 228 ft/bit = 2,964 feet which is approximately 
0.5 NM West 
and decimal 27 from the Z position. 
27 x 228 ft/bit = 6,156 feet which is approximately 
1. 0 NM South 
since the XV, ZV, and YV, 30 to 20 parameters are all two's 
complement 16 bit values, the routine wil 1 branch to label 11 XYZ'1 
for conversion of each of these parameters. The updated value 
(X3, Z3, or Y3) is stored in memO'ry location "CNT" and the index 
register is loaded with the starting address of the appropriate 
conversion array (X and Z are scaled the same and hence both 
will use conversion array XZ3XZV. Y the altitude uses array Y3YV). 
The call to XYZ will then increment the index register twice for 
every increment of memory location "CNT" until the value of "CNT'' 
equals the value of the A/D parameter being converted and stored 
in the A accumulator. When they are equal, the index register wi11 
be pointing to the lower address .... most s.ignifi cant 8 bi.t byte 
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value required by the 3D to 2D routine. The A accumulator is then 
filled from this memory location and the B accumulator is filled 
with the higher address - least significant 8 bit byte of the 3D 
to 2D value. The routine will then return to the place within the 
11 CNVRT 11 routine from which it was called and store the 3D to 2D 
values stored in the A and B accumulator to the respective 3D to 20 
required parameter memory location. The 8 bit attitude parameters 
PITCH, BANK, and HEAD are all also 16 bit two's complement values 
when converted to PV, BV, and HV as required by the 3D to 2D routiDe. 
However, the most significant byte of these 3D to 2D values must 
always be filled with a hex 00. For this reason the routine "PBH" 
when called will accomplish the same function as the routine "XYZ" 
but will only have to increment the index register once for each 
time "CNT" is incremented. Since the PITCH, BANK, and HEAD A/D 
inputs are all scaled differently a different conversion array was 
required for each parameter. The starting address for the pitch 
conversion array is 11 PTCHPV 11 wh·le the address for the bank 
conversion array is 11 BANKBV 11 and the address for the heading 
conversion array is "HEADHv ·. 11 
The only remaining subroutine to be discussed is "STAPAR. 11 
This routine simply loads a constant for each 8 ·bit A/D input 
parameter into its memory location for the purpose of displaying a 
stationary view of the display. This routine is the equivalent of 
a hoveri.ng helicopter viewing the runway, where all 6 positional 
• 
parameters remain frozen and is useful for correlating the A/D 
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input values to the converted 30 to 20 required value~ 
The routine listing and a memory map may be found in 
Appendix B along with the 30 to 20 routines' memory dump and the 
airport database's memory dump. Appendix C contains a chart 
showing the relationship between A/0 input voltages and the 
required 30 to 20 converter routine format for an input to be 
rec.ogn i zab 1 e. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The new implementation presented in this report is very close in 
form to the BASIC algorithm from which it was derived. The new system 
allows the available resources to be used in the most efficient 
mode under the contra l of "machine language. 11 Improvement becomes 
evident in the areas of speed and the user interface. The BASIC 
algorithm although easily programmed required approximately 2 to 3 
minutes for a new display. The ASSEMBLY version allows a new display 
every 2 to 3 seconds or faster depending on the size of the airport 
database being transformed. The OPERATOR INTERFACE in the ASSEMBLY 
version is more friendly because it allows instructional prompts to 
be displayed that guide the user through the setup of the system. 
It also allows the user to choose between two airport databases located 
at the same 11 World 11 location. This ASSEMBLY version, however, is 
quite long and cumbersome. For that reason it can be difficult to 
follow and debug. Finally, the resolution of ASSEMBLY package is not 
as good as the BASIC algorithms floating point package; however the 
reduced resolution has a negligible effect on the operation of the 
system. 
Several suggestions come to mind for further research in this 
area. These suggestions fall into the obvious categories of 
"Hardware Improvements" and "Software Enhancements." 
Hardware Improvements could be made in several ways. The 
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selection of a computer to use inherently defines the accuracy and 
speed. The tradeoff very obviously is controlled by the cost of the 
system. New technology has provided machines which split the gap 
between the 8 bit micro and the ·16 bit mini ~omputer in cost and 
features. These new controllers feature floating-point binary 
Arithmetic Logic Units, 16 bit or more I/O ' s and other features which 
gear the processor towards a specific application . As technology 
advances the selection becomes more numerous and will provide more 
complexities at a cheaper cost , 
The existing system presently requires the p~ogram to be 
loaded via the teletype paper tape reader at 110 baud. This 
necessary evil requires 20 to 30 minutes of the user's time before 
he is able to start the program. A dedicated firmware ROM which 
contains the program would eliminate this source of 
inconvenience. 
The system's resolution could be improved if a 12 or 16 bit 
Anal~g to Digital Converter could be used . In addition, if the 
digital output provided was in double precision two's complement 
form, the requirement for the conversion arrays for each of the 
6 positional parameters and the 11 CNVRT" subroutine would be elimi-
nated allowing those memory locations to be used for more enhance-
ments. 
The most obvious problem with the software package of this 
new implementation is the "overflow distortion." This is caused 
by the 30 to 20 sub 1 og i c pack_age 11 FSTMLT 11 routine 1 oca ted in 
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memory location hex 0200. Since this routine does not check for 
overflows and is used for both addition and multiplication, 
overflows that do occur will end up on the wrong side of the 
display scene causing distortions. At the expense of display 
turn around times an enhancement which checks for this condition 
could be implemented . 
Another enhancement ~ight be the implementation of a routine 
which will drive a VOTRAX-type voice synthesizer machine to allow 
messages to ~he user to be spoken rather than read from his user's 
terminal. The VOTRAX uni~ co~ld also be p~ogrammed . to simulate the 
normal TOWER communications that a pilor might receive. A random number 
generator could be used in calling these messages to provide 
differing instructions for each mission's approach to the airport. 
The present system allows a choice between two display 
databases located at the same 11 World 11 location. If databases could 
be configured for multiple locations it would be possible to fly 
a complete mission. That is, it would be possible to takeoff from 
one airport and land at another. This implementation would require 
a conversion array for each parameter, and a database array for the 
airport located within the 11 area of play" of the system. Unless 
the requirement of the parameter conversion arrays was eliminated 
by the use of a 16 bit two's complement Analog to Digital converter, 
this enhancement might not be achievable due to the amount of 
memory locations required4 
Other software enhancements might allow the "Student Pilot" 
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to receive updated parameter information in the foreground of his 
display monitor. In addition an algorithm could be generated which 
would allow the computer to predetermine a best approach for a 
landing and flag the student if he develops an incorrect attitude 
(relationship of plane to landing strip - not personality of pilot) 
while approaching, implementing an autopilot capability. Finally, 
more complex algorithms might be allowed which would simulate 
drag factors, wind direction, and malfunctioning instruments. The 
possibility even exists for a "Trainer Pilot" to drill a "Student 
Pilot" on emergency procedures by a 11 owing an input to occur from 
a polled keyboard while the simulation is proceeding. The 
possibilities for improvement are only limited by time, cost, 
memory size and imagination. 
The author's specific contributions included integrating the 
following elements into an operational flight simulator system 
driven by the Motorola M6800 microcomputer: 
1) the ATC-610J Flight Simulator, 
2) a custom designed Pre-Amp printed circuit board, 
3) Model AD-68A Analog-to-Digital printed circuit card, 
4) the GT-6144 Graphics Interfac~, 
5) the 3DG68.V3.l Graphics Driver routine package. 
This integrated system provides the University of Central 
Florida for the first time with a Flight Simulator system which 
provides visual cues on an aircraft's position in space. 
APPENDIX A 
11 FLITSIM' 1 M6800 BASIC 
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Figure 10. Flow Chart for the BASIC Flight Simulation Program 
(Taken from Campbell, 1979) 
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Figur~ _10. · Continue-d 
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Ml=X(3) 
Nl=Y(3) 
N2=Z(3) 
-N3=P 
N4=B 
NS=H 
Call 
Matrix 
Generator 
. Cal 1 
Erase 
Subroutine 
Figure 10. Continued 
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X(l)=Al(I) 
Y(l)=A3{1) ~--­
Z(l)=A2(I) 
X(S)=Al{I+l} 
Y ( 5) =A3(I+1} 
Z ( 5) = A2 ( I+ 1 ) 
Call 
Matrix 
Mult 
Call 
Clipping 
Subroutine 
Call 
Projection 
Subroutine 
YES 
Figure 10. Continued 
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Call 
Draw 
Subroutine 
NO 
Figure 10. Continued 
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0003 POKE (103, 112) 
0004 POKE (104, 00) 
0005 LET A=U~ER (1) 
0006 LET A=USER (3) 
0007 LET A=USER (2) 
0009 DIM A1(192),A2(192),A4(192),A5(192) 
0010 DIM A7{192),A8(192),C{8) 
0011 Ml=O 
0012 Nl=O 
0013 N2=0 
0014 N3=0 
0015 N4=0 
0016 NS=O 
0020 FOR I=l TO 192 
0030 READ Al(I) 
0040 NEXT I 
0050 FOR I=l TO 192 
0060 READ A2(I) 
0070 NEXT I 
0080 DATA -5,2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,4,4,3,3 1 3,3,0,0,-4,-4 1 -8,-8t 
-8,-8 
0081 DATA -5,23,29,29,31,31,31,31,28,28,22,22,20,20,20,20, 
23 . 
0082 DATA 19,10,10,10,10,28,28,28,28,25,25,10,10,10,10,8 1 
8,-10 
0083 DATA -10,-12,-12,-25,-25,-25,-25,-16,-16,-16,-16,-27, 
-27 
0084 DATA -27,-27,-19,-19,-14,-14,-4,-4,-3,-3~11,ll,19,4, 
4,4,3 
0085 DATA 3,-6,-6,-6,-6,-4,-4,4,-8?-10?-10,-11,-ll,-19,-19, 
-19 
0086 DATA -19,-17,-17,-8,4,4,4,l,1,l,l,4,-15,-14,-14,-17, 
25,24 
0087 DATA 24,25,25,26,26,27,27,26,22,23,23,24,24,23,23,24, 
24,25 
0088 DATA -13,-11,-9,-7,-4,-3,0,2,5,7,ll,13,17,19,21,23, 
25,27 . 
0090 DATA -23,-24,-24,-22,-22,-21,-23,-22,9,10,10,12,12, 
11, 11 
0091 DATA 10,ll,13,-19,-ll,-15,-13,-ll,-9,-4,-3,-2,0,2~4, 
8,10 
0092 DATA 13,15 
0100 DATA -31,-31,-31,-29,-29,-28,-28,-27,-27,-26,-26,-25, 
-25 
~101 DATA -24,-24,-21,-21,-21,-21,-25,-25,-28,-29,-31,22, 
22,22 . 
0102 DATA 24,24,27,27,30,30,30,30,28,28,25,25,22,-31,-22, 
22 
0103 DATA -3,-3,15,15,21,21,21,21,7,7,18,18,18,18,0,0,0,0, 
13 
Figure 11. Basic FLITSIM Program Listing 
(Taken from Campbell, 1979) 
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0104 DATA 13.4,4,-4,-4,-6,-6,-17,-17,-19,-19,-27,-27,-27~ . 
-27,-17 
0105 DATA -17,-17,-17,-31,-31,-31,0,4,4,4,4,-5,-5,-6,-6, 
-8,-8 . 
0106 DATA 0,-12,-10,~10,-10,-10,-18,-18,-19,-19,-21,-21, 
-12,-16 . 
0107 DATA -9,-9,-12,-12,-13,-13,-16,-23,-24,-24,-27,13,14, 
14 
0108 DATA 15,15,14,14,15,15,16,16,15,15,16,16,17,17,18,18, 
17 
0109 DATA -22,-20,-18,-16,-13,-12,-9,-7,-4,-2,2,4,8,10,12, 
14 
0110 DATA 16,18,7,6,6,4,4,5,5,6,-28,-27,-27,-29,-29,-30, 
-28 
0111 DATA -29,-25,-28,3,1,-1,-3,-5,-7,-12,-13,-l4,-16,-18 
0112 DATA -20,-24,-26,-29,-31 
· 0200 FOR I=l-TO 191 STEP 2 
0210 POKE {24304,Al{I)+32) 
0211 POKE (24305,Al{I+l)+32) 
0212 POKE (24306,A2(I)+32) 
0213 POKE (24307,A2(I+I)+32) 
0214 LET A=USER (5} 
0220 NEXT I 
0260 W=31 
0270 V=l 
0271 INPUT X(3), Y(3), Z(3) 
0272 X(3)=-(X(3)/:00) 
0273 Y(3)=-{Y(3)/i00) 
0274 Z(3)=-(Z(3)/100) 
0275 INPUT P,B,H, 
0276 P=-P 
0277 B=-B 
0278 IF H>90 GOTOSOO 
0279 IF H<O GOT0540 
0282 IF Ml<>X(3) GO TO 300 
0283 IF Nl<>Y(3) GO TO 300 
0284 IF N2~>Z(3) GO TO 300 
0285 IF N3()P GO TO 300 
0286 IF N4<~B GO TO 300 
0287 IF N5<>H GO TO 300 
0288 LET Ml=X(3) 
0289 LET Nl=Y(3) 
0290 LET N2=Z(3.) 
0291 LET N3=P 
0~92 LET N4=B 
. 0293 LET NS=H 
0294 GOTO 271 
0300 GOSUB 8200 
0301 LET A=USER (3) 
0310 FOR I=l TO 191 STEP 2 
Figure 11. Continued 
0320 X(l)=Al(I) 
0330 Y(l)=O 
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0340 Z(l)=A2(I) 
0350 X(S)=Al(I+I) 
0360 Y(5)=0 
0370 Z(5)=A2(l+I) 
0380 GOTO 8500 
0390 A7(I)=INT(X(2)) 
0400 A8(I)=INT(Y(2)) 
0410 A7(I+I)=INT(X(4}) 
0420 AB(I+I)=INT(Y(4)) 
0430 POKE {24304,A7{I)+32) 
0431 POKE (24305,A7(I+I)+32) 
0432 POKE (24306~A8(I}+32) 
0433 POKE (24307,A8(I+I)+32) 
0434 LET A=USER(S) 
0440 NEXT I · 
0450 GOTO 288 
0500 IF H<l80 GOTO 520 
0510 GOTO 282 
0 5 2 0 H = H - 180 
0530 GOTO 282 
0540 IF H>-90 GOTO 560 
0550 GOTO 282 
0560 H=l80+H 
0570 GOTO 282 
8200 F=P 
8203 GOSUB 8300 
8204 Rl=N 
8206 F=P 
8209 GOSUB 8310 
8212 R2=N 
8215 F=B 
8218 GOSUB 8300 
8221 R3=N 
8222 F=B 
8224 GOSUB 8310 
8227 R4=N 
8230 F=H 
8233 GOSUB 8300 
8236 RS=N 
8237 F=H 
8239 GOSUB 8310 
8 2_4 5 T l = t~ * R 4 + R 5 * R 1 * R 3 
8248 T2=N*R3+R5*Rl*R4 
8251 T3=R5*R2*V 
8253 T4=R2*R3 
8256 T5=R2*R4 
8259 T6=-Rl*V 
8262 T7=-RS*R4+N*Rl*R3 
Figure 11. Continued 
826.5 
8269 
8272 
8300 
8305 
8310 
8315 
8320 
8330 
8340 
8350 
8360 
8370 
8380 
8500 
8510 
8520 
8530 
8540 
8550 
8560 
8570 
8600 
8610 
8612 
8614 
8616 
8618 
8620 
8622 
8624 
8626 
8632 
8634 
8636 
8638 
8644 
8646 
8648 
8654 
8656 
8658 
8662 
8664 
B6t>8 
8670 
8676 
8678 
8680 
8686 
• 
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T8=R5*R3+N*Rl*R4 
T9=R2*N*V 
RETURN 
F=F-90 
IF F<=-180 THEN . F=F+360 
IF F<O THEN F=-F 
S=F 
IF 5>=90 THEN F=180-F 
N=F*.01745329 
A=N*N 
M=A*A 
N=l-A/2+M/24-A*Mi720+M*M/40320 
IF S>= 90 THEN N=-N 
RETURN 
FOR A=l TO 5 STEP 4 
G=X{A)+X(3) 
S=Y(A)+Y(3) 
K=Z(A)+Z(3) 
X{A)=G*Tl+S*T4+K*T7 
Y(A)=G*T2+S*T5+K*T8 
Z(A)=G*T3+S*T6+K*T9 
NEXT A 
FOR A=l TO 5 STEP 4 
C(A)=O 
C(A+l)=O 
C{A+2)=0 
C(A+3)=0 
IF X(A)<-Z ( A) THEN C(A)=l 
IF X(A)>Z(A) THEN C(A+l)=l 
IF Y(A)<-Z(A) THEN C(A+2)=1 
IF Y(A)>Z(A) THEN C(A+3)=1 
NEXT A 
FOR A=l TO 4 STEP 1 
IF C(A)=O THEN GO TO 8638 
IF C(A)=C(A+4) THEN GO TO 8668 
NEXT A 
FOR A=l TO 4 STEP 1 
IF C(A)=l THEN GO TO 8676 
NEXT A 
FOR A=S TO 8 STEP 1 
IF C(A)=l GOTO 8686 
NEXT A 
P2=1 
GOTO 8808 
P2=0 
GOTO 440 
A=l 
5=5 
GOTO 8694 
A=S 
Figure 11. Continued 
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8688 S=l 
8694 .IF C(A}=l THEN GO TO 8728 
8696 IF C(A+l)=l THEN GO TO 8714 
8698 IF C(A~2)=1 THEN GO TO 8742 
8700 IF C(A+3)=1 THEN GO TO 8756 
8706 GOTO 8662 
8714 K=(Z(A)-X(A))/(X(S)-X(A)-Z{S)+Z(A)) 
8716 X(A)=K*(Z(S)-Z(A))+Z(A) 
8718 Y(A)=K*(Y(S)-Y(A))+Y(A) 
8720 Z(A)=X(A) 
8722 GOTO 8600 
8728 K=(Z(A)+X(A))/(X(A)-X(S)-Z{S)+Z(A)) 
8730 X(A)=K*(Z(A)-Z{S))-Z(A) 
8732 Y(A)=K*(Y(S)-Y(A))+Y(A) 
8734 Z(A)=-X(A) 
8736 GOTO 8600 
8742 K=(Z(A)+Y(A))/(Y(A)-Y(S)-Z(S)+Z(A)) 
8744 X(A)=K*(X(S)-X{A))+X(A) 
8746 Y(A)=K*(Z(A)-Z(S))-Z(A) 
8748 Z(A)=-Y(A) 
8750 GOTO 8600 
8756 K=(Z(A)-Y(A))/(Y(S)-Y(A)-Z{S)+Z(A)) 
8758 X(A)=K*(X(S)-X(A))+X(A)" 
8760 Y(A)=K*(Z(S)-Z(A))+Z(A) 
8762 Z(A)=Y(A) 
8764 GOTO 8600 
8800 IF Z(l)=- THEN . Z(l)=.001 
8845 IF Z(S)=O THEN Z(S)=.001 
8855 X(2)=X(l)/Z(l)*W 
8860 Y{2)=Y(l)/Z(l)*W 
8865 X(4)=X(5)/Z(5)*W 
8870 Y(4)=Y(5)/Z(5)*W 
8871 IF X(2)=Y(2) GOTO 8876 
8875 GOTO 390 
8876 IF Y(2)=X(4) GOTO 8878 
8877 RETURN 
8878 IF X(4)=Y(4) GOTO 440 
8879 HETURN 
Figure 11. · continued 
APPENDIX B 
11 FLITSIW1 M6800 ASSEMBLY 
Paper Tape Files 
0000-004F 
0050-005D 
005E-OOFF 
0100-0112 
0113-0FFF 
1000-10C6 
1100-1296 
1300-1362 
1800-18FF 
Flit A File 
6000-6031 
6033-6077 
6078-6085 
6086-60CD 
60CE-60F7 
60F8-60FB 
60FC-612D 
612F-61B9 
Flit B File 
6200-626A 
626B-6311 
6312-6330 
6400-65F4 
6600-67F4 
6800-68FA 
6900-69FA 
6A00-6AFA 
Flit C File 
7000-711E 
7200-73DF 
7400-7683 
7700-77FA 
7800-7829 
78F0-78F3 
7900-79Fl 
7A00-7A4D 
. 69 
MEMORY MAP 
3D to 2D Routine Direct Storage 
Screen Routine Reserved Variable Memory 
Free Area 
30 to 20 Routine Control Array 
30 to 20 Converter Routine (Enter Routine at 
Memory Location 0900) 
Interface Routine (Not Used) 
Artwick's Database (Input Buffer Array) 
Parson's Field (Input Buffer Array) 
Output Buffer Array 
System Macro 
Clear Memory Routine 
PIA Initialization and Clear Screen Routine 
Prompt Routine 
Initial Load Routine 
Go to 3D to 20 Converter Routine 
Data Base Draw Routine 
Update and Get New Data Routine 
Relative Position Routine 
Conversion A/O to 30/2D Values Routine 
Stationary Parameters Routine 
XZ3XZV Array 
Y3YV Array 
PTCHPV Array 
BANKBV Array 
HEADHV Array 
Screen Drive Routine 
Welcome Prompt 
MSGC Prompt 
MSGL Prompt -
Reserved Memory Locations-Clearable 
Reserved Memory Locations-Non-Clearable 
MSGA Prompt 
MSGB Prompt 
Figure 12. Memory Map for FL~TSIM 
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0(11 £1 t..fRM FL rTFI 
~33f1 CIF'T 0 
010(1 * 
(1110 ************~******************************************:+:******* 
0120 * 
0130 :+:THE FCtLLCtl\IIMG SECTIO!-~ rtF THF F'!=:nf·;~·RM ! '.:=\ THF -=:· ... ··=:TFM M1=u-:P1-; 
0140 *IT Is DES I Gt-tEn Tn ·~Fl.JI rnff T Al I '-.-' CAl I THF PF:CIPFt::;· i::::nl IT H~F·=: H~ 
015C1 :+;(IF~DEF~ TO EFF IC I E~·ffl 1v1 F;·~Fl:l IT!=" THF PF.'rlF:l FM RI r,ni;;· T TH~1. 
(11 tSt:1 MACRO STS STl<SAU 
0170 CLRA 
018(1 CLF~8 
01'90 JSR CLF.:MEM ; CLERF~ MEMC1F.:\.I L nr:AT I mt=: 
JSR F' I A I MT ; It·~ IT I RL I ZE F' I A AND CLERF'. SCF.:EEt-i 
JSF~ F'F.'.OMF'T ;F·F.:nn LISEF: PF~CtMPT MESSAGES 
022c1 JSR IN!TLOD ;LOAD INITIAL AIRCRAFT PO~JTJ'nNAl PARAM~TFRS 
0225 TMPLO(:r DEC z1_.1 ;USE THIS ·::TAT!="MF~-H Fl'."IP DFF:lll"'i Pl ll=:F'Cl'=:F'=: rn-~ : 11 ! I ... 
0230 BF~R T IMC!t-~E ;GO TRAt·-lSF('"IPM HHTJAI UJF!tl :I ·::T TIMF THP!! 
024(1 GORGM JSF~ UPC1ATE ;GET UPDATED A/ D 1_.!0LTS 
0241 E:F.:A GC!r·40F.:M 
0245 AC:1S!M JSR STRF'AF: ;LOAD STAT I Ot·iAt:::·i..-1 l='RF.';:i MFTE="~."::; TC'! ·::::TMl ll AT".-If"" A.-··D 
025~1 GOt~OF:M JSF~ RELF'OS ;t:rETEF~MIME IF F.:FI HTTUF Prt·=: TT J rn.~ HAS CHANCiFi:r 
0260 JSF.: Ct~URT ;A.···"D 1..Jlll T·--. => F'APAM!="Ti=~· 
Figure 13. Assembly FLITSIM Program Listing 
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027(1 TIMCtt·4E JSF~ GCt3D2D ;(j[l TF.:R:"·~SFOF~r1 3D TCl ?Lr 1-:iY1F:D t t·~ATE"::; 
028(1 JSF~ CLSCF.:t·4 ;CLERF'. SCF.:EEt·~ FOF~ t~El~I DF~A ti.: 
02·;;if1 JSF~ DE:DF.:Ald ; DF~Ald TF~R~·6F OF.:MEC:i DRTR BASE 
0297 BF.:A TMF'LOD ;USE rn DEE:UG MODE Clt·4L'...' 
0298 BF.:A AC.)SIM ;USE rn DEE:UG MOC1E Ot·4L\' 
03[1(1 BF.:A GOAGt·i ;HOF~MAL F~ETUF~M.· S\'STEM OF'ERAT I Ot·4 
031 (1 :+:SUBF~CtUT I t~E II CLF~MEM II ATTEMPTS TO CLEFlF~ MEMOF.:\' STOF.:AGE LOC:AT I Ctt·4S 
032(1 *At·4D C•ATA ARF.:A\'S F.:ESEF~'...IED E:UT t·KIT 'iET cmm=!It·H MG At~\1 MEF!r·U t·4GFUL 
0330 *DATA. 
034~3 CLRMEM CLF.:B 
0350 STAB CMT 
036(1 STAB C:OUt·ff 
037(1 GETM:=<:T LDA8 Ct·ff 
IZ13f:0 8ME MOF~EOB 
0390 LDAE: coutn 
04(1~2! mes 
04lf1 STRE: COUtH 
0420 CMF'E: #1 
0430 BEO CLRF~ML 
044(1 CMF'E: #2 
045(1 BEO C:LF.:08 
0460 CMF'E: #3 
0470 E:EO SUE:DUM 
0480 CLEAR! LDA8 #$FF ;TOTAL NL~BEP OF LOCATIONS TO CLEAR 
04';.(1 CLEAF'.2 CLF~A 
0500 CLRMOF: STAR $00~X 
f151 f1 DEC 8 
0520 BEC! GETt~>=:T 
053(1 IM::< 
054(1 E:F.:A CLF~MOR 
0550 CLRF~L LOX #$7800 ; CLERF: F~ESEF~UE MEMDF.:'r' LO CAT I Dr·~S 
0555 LDA 8 #$EF 
Figure 13. Continued 
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056(1 BF!.A CLEAF:2 
057[1 CLF~OE: LDAE: #1 ;CLEAR OUTPUT 8UFFEP 
05:.:::c1 5TRE: CHT 
05':;Jf1 LD>< #$1 :3(10 ;OUTPUT BLIFFEF~ STAF.'.Tit·~G AL:•N~:ESS = 18(1~1 
060(1 BRA CLERF~1 
0€.10 MOF.:EOE: ()EC 8 
STAB Ct·.JT 
064(1 BF.:A CLEAR 1 
0f.5C1 SUE:DUN RTS ;Fil I nrt1·-!F .: GD BACK TO MRC:F.:O 
0t:.t£.(1 *SUE:ROUT I MES II p I A !HT II RHD II CLSCF~W USE THE MEMOF:\' LOCAT ICt·~ 
06 7~3 * II G(:•OPT II TO CHC10SE THE GF~AF'H Ir::-: DI ~:;PL R\-' OPT I Cir·~ DES I F.:ED 8 \ 1 
0680 :+:THE ROUT I HE II SCF~EEN II RHD THEt·~ CALLS IT. 
0690 PIAINT LDAFI #1 
0700 STAR Gl)OPT ;GF.:APHIC:S ..DJSPLA'-/ OPTlOt·~ = PIA HHTIALIZATIC!t·~ 
071(1 JSF~ SCF~EEH 
072C1 CLSCF~H LOAR #3 
073(1 ~TSF~ SCF~EEN 
0740 , RTS 
075(1 *SU8F~OUTH4E "PF~CIMF'T" W!l I I llRf:r THE IHDE:=< F.:EGISTEP 1.r.IITH THE 
0770 :+:lllILL PRitff THE MESSAGE CIH THE USEF~ ·" S TERMrnRL. IT t~IILL 
0780 *THEN ll.IA IT Ut-IT IL THE USEF~ HA'=: ~·!="RD AND l fr4Dl="J:(=;TC1C1D THF 
079C1 :+:PF~OMF'T BEFOF~E PF: It-H H~G THE t-.IF'.=<T ME·=: ·::AGF. 
0800 PROMPT LDX #WELCOM 
JSF~ DSF'C:HF~ 
0:.:::15 LD"··· .... #MSGR 
0:::16 JSF~ DSF'CHF~ 
LD~-: #MSGE: 
.figure 13. · · cbntih~ed 
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0818 
0820 
083~1 
084£1 
· 0950 DSPCHF~ 
0860 
0870 
0880 t..jOTGOT 
0890 
0892 
0894 
0895 
0897 
09(10 
0910 
0920 
0930 PRTCHF~ 
0940 
0950 
0952 LORD IF~ 
0953 
0954 
0955 
0956 
0957 LORL>l 
0958 
0959 
JSF~ CiSF'CHR 
LD~< #MSGC 
.. TSR DSF'CHF.: 
RTS 
LDAA $0; ;.:: 
CMPA #(14 
Br-IE PRTC:HF~ 
CLF~A 
.JSR· $E1RC 
CMF'A #$31 
BEQ LOAD IR 
CMF'A #$32 
BEQ LCIA(:1IR 
CMPA #$A~1 
SEQ NOT GOT 
RTS 
,JSF~ $E1Ci1 
It"~< 
BRA DSf'CHF~ 
CMPA #$31 
SEQ LOA(:11 
LDX #$1100 
STX IBP 
RTS 
Lt.ii:: #$13~X1 
ST.:<: IBP 
RTS 
73 
;F~ETUF~t-1 TCI MACRO 
; PREPAF.:E ACCM FOR RESPOHSE 
; At·4\' F~ESP0t-4SE 7 
; ASC I I SF'RCEE:AF~ = Af1 
;RETURN FF~CtM JSF~ . DSPCHF.: CALL 
;PUT CHAF~ACTEF~ OUT TO TEF~MrnAL 
.:RESPCtHSE TO MSG8 PF~OMF'T = 2 
; F~ETUF~t-4 FF.:CIM JSF~ DSPCHF~ CALL 
; F~ESF'Clt-.fSE TO MSGE: PROMF'T = 1 
; RETUF~t-4 FF~CIM JSR DSPCHF~ CALL 
0960 *SUBF~OLIT It-IE II I t-1 I TLOO II LOAC:1S THE s I;:-:; F'OS IT I Crt·4RL PAF:AMETERS 
0970 :+:OF THE SI t1ULATOF~ -~ S I t·4 IT I AL F'OS IT I OH lJH I CH ldFtS F'F~E 1) I OUSLV 
0980 :+:PF~OMPTED TCt THE LISER. 
• I 
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099€1 INTLOt:• LD'·' ,.., #$C:r5C1f1 ; -11 ·' 1 90 FEET FF:OM [:o ! SF'LR\' OF: I c; r r·~ 
100~3 ST::-:; ;-:1..J 
1010 LD>·:: #$FC1~: ; ALT = 1 '2:100 FT = > 3r> URL LIE FF:Cr~·1 r,J I El.JEF.: .. 
1020 ST::.:; 'y'l,J 
1030 LD>< #$Ff11zn3 
104f1 ST>< z1.,.1 
1050 LD:X: #$f100C1 ; p ITCH = BANK = HEAD I r·~G = 0. 0 DEC:2~=:s 
10E.0 ST>~ PIJ 
1070 ST.:.:: E:U 
10E:0 ST~< HU 
1110 LD"'J ,., #$li::0~J 
1120 ST>< OE:F' 
1130 LDAA #'.$40 
1140 STAR SCF~t-~ 
1250 RTS 
12E0  *SUBROUTINE 11 G03()2D 11 CALLS THE F'F:CtGF:AM vJF.:ITTEN E:'y' SUE:u:1GIC "'S 
1270 *E:RUCE AF.:TWICI< IAIHICH WII I t='F'J::Fnr=~M THF r.{F'r:r.F·::sAF~r..-· MATi-'.EMRT!CAL 
1280 *ALGO~ ITHMS TO SUCCESSFULL ·~ TRAt-l::::;r:-rn::~M THF r:iRTA Fa=r:::F C'it UFr-~ 
1290 *THE POSITIONAL F·AF~FtMETERS STOREr:r rn ;:.~1_.1 .• '/1_.I .• z1.,.1, F'1..J •• 81)> AND H?). 
1300 *UPON COMF'LET I ON THE OUTF·UT AF~F~A'/ Is STOF.:E::i rn MEMOF~'y' rn 
131f1 *THE OUTF·UT E:UFFEF~. 
1320 G03D2D .JSF'. $0'?(K1 ; 3D TC1 2D C:Clt~l..JERTE~ F~OUI ! r~E 
1330 RTS 
1350 *FROM 'THE OUTF·UT BUFFEF~ IF THE CClt-HF.:OL E;'/TE IS HE>:: 55 .. 
1360 :+:OTHEFJ•J I SE IT l1.I I LL RETUF:t-l TO THE MACRO. 
1380 FEEl) 
1390 CMF'A #:t55 
Figure 13. · ·cohtihued 
140(1 SEO M~ffL I t-1 
1410 F~TS 
14 20 t-l~ffL I t-1 I t-1>~ 
1430 
1440 
145€1 
1460 
1470 
1480 
1490 
150(1 
1510 
1520 
153(1 
154£1 
1550 
156(1 
158(1 
159(1 
16€1(1 
LC1AA 0 .. ;..; 
STAR ~<1 
It-I>=: 
LC:iAA 0 .. :=< 
STAR \'1 
I Mi< 
LDAA ·0,,::.:; 
STAA >~2 
IN~< 
LDAA (1 ·' ~< 
STAR J-i-'2 
IH>~ 
ST~< IC1:=<F£G 
LDAA #5 
STAA GDOPT 
JSF~ SCF.:EEt-1 
BF~A FEED 
-.75 
;GRAPHic~s DISPLAY OPTIC~ = DRAW (SHOW2 ) 
1610 *'.5UE:F:OUT I t·~E IJ UPDATE II Et-IAE:LES THE Mt.f:OC1..."ATC-E.10.J I tffEF:FF!CE 
1620 :+:AD-E.8A CAF~C> THEF.:EE:\' F~ETF~IEUHm THE SELECTED UPDFiTED 
1 E.3(1 :+:PARAMETEF~ AHD PLACES IT rn MEMOF'.'->' AT LOCAT IOr·~ 11 t·~E ' .. J[:;AT" • 
1640 UPDATE C:LF~A 
STAR NEliJOAT 
;BIT 4 = 1~ X3 ENABLED (+X WEST / -X EAST ) 
STAR Et·4AE:LE 
1€080 
'Figure 13. Continued 
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170(1 
1710 
1720 
17:'-0 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
1800 
1810 
1820 
1830 
1850 
1860 
1870 
1890 
1920 
1930 
1950 
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LDAA NEV.IC1AT 
STAA ~:3 ; ~-=:3 = fi,·'[) 1 •..tOL TS 
CLRA 
STAA t~EldDAT 
LDAA #32 ;BIT 5 = 1.. Z3 ENR8LEC1 ( +Z SCIUTH/-Z t·40F.:TH > 
STA.i:t ENABLE 
JSF~ GETt-~El .. 1 
Lt1AA NEl.i.IDAT 
STA.q Z3 ;Z3 = A.··'t:r IJCtL TS 
CLF.:A 
LDAA #2 ;SIT 1 = 1 .. V3 ENAE:LED <ALTITUDE) 
STAA ENABLE 
JSR GETt~El~I 
LDAA NEl.~IC:1AT 
STAA '/3 
CLF~A 
STAA NEl\IDAT 
LC')AA #1 ;E:IT £1 = 1.· P ENAE:LED 
STAA EHAE:LE 
JSR GETt4El~i 
LDAA t-4Eld[1AT 
STAA F'ITC:H ;PITCH = A;D UOLTS 
CLF~A 
STRA NEhtCtAT 
LDAA #.-. 
-=· 
;SIT 3 = 1~ 8 E~A2~ED 
STAA EHAE:LE 
JSF: GE THE ti.I 
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1970 LCiAA t-!El.·.lDAT 
198(1 STRA E:Ar-IK ;BANK = A/D VOLTS 
199\:1 CLF.'.A 
20(1(1 STRA NEl1.l()AT 
20H3 LDAA #4 ;BIT 2 = 1~ H ENABLED 
2f120 STAA EHAE:LE 
2030 JSF~ GETt-~El.\l 
2(140 LDAA HEL•.IDAT 
205(1 STAA HEAD ; HERD = A/('.I UCtL TS 
2055 RTS 
2f16(1 * SUBRCIUTIHE "GETHEld" IS CAL l FT:r FRCIM At·m RFTLl&:r·~ ·=. TO "UP[:•F!TE". 
2070 * IT GETS It-ISTRUCTI OHS Cit-~ l\IH I CH AD-E.f:A CHRt~HEL TO EHAE:LE FF:OM 
208(1 :+: t1EMOF.'.\1 LOCATION "Et-IRBLE" At·m THn~ F:FTRIFUF·:; THF H-lF'UT At·K:i 
2100 GETt-.IElt.I CLRB 
2110 
2120 STAR $8f1f1C 
2130 EHTER LC'AA $:30C1C 
214f1 CMF'B #$FA 
215(1 SHI E>•:IT 
2160 SITA ENABLE 
217(1 E:HE E;~:IT 
2180 INCE: 
219(1 BF~A EtffEF~ 
22f1(1 E~<IT STAE: NEldC>AT 
22rn LDAA #$4f1 
222(1 STAR $8(1(1C 
223(1 .RTS 
Ffgure 13 . Continued 
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2240 STKSA'...' EQU $78F 1 
2250 CNURT EQU $6268 
2260 RELF'OS EQU $62C1C1 
227C1 Ct-IT EC!LI $78F3 
2280 · COUNT EQU $78F0 
2290 GC10F'T EQU $781 7 
23£1C1 SCREEt~ EQU $7(1(1C1 
2310 WELCOM EG"~U $72~J0 
2315 MSGR EQU $790(1 
231E0 MSGE: EG~U $7A00 
232f1 MSGC EGiU $740tZ1 
233(1 x1,.1 EQU $(110121 
234f1 \·'IJ EQU $[1102 
235(1 z1_.1 EQU $~1104 
236~:::1 pr..i EG!U $0106 
2370 8'...' EG'~U $(110:?. 
23:::(1 HI) EC!U $01t1A 
23·;.(1 IE:P E1;!U $01~3F 
240(1 08F' EG'.!LI $(1111 
246(1 SCF~t-1 EG~U $01~21E 
247~1 >:: 1 EG'~U $(1(15(;:1 
24f:0 'l1 EG'~U $(1051 
249(1 ...  ..-. EQU $(1(152 ,· .. .:. 
250[1 V2 EGLI $(1(153 
251~1 IC)><F:EG EQU $7:::1A 
2520 NEliJDAT EG'U $7818 
2530 ENAE:LE EC!U $781 '::i 
2540 >c:3 EQU $78f1C1 
255(1 I ''° EOU $7:3('.12 
'°""' 
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25E.0 Z3 EG.!U $7804 
( 2570 PITCH EQU $7806 
25E:0 BAHi< EQU $78(18 
2590 HEAD EQU $7:3£1A 
2595 STAPAF: EQU $6312 
2€.00 Et·m 
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0(110 HAM FLIT8 
002£1 OPT Cr 
\'::1f130 ORG $6200 
0040 * SUBF.:OUTIHE "F.:ELPO'.:;" DETEF~MIHES IF THE RELATHJE F'OSITIOt-! 
0050 * OF THE AIF~CF~AFT HAS CHANGED WHILE THE PF:CIGRAM HAS E:EEN 
0060 * CALCULAT It~G THE LAST TF~RNSFORMATI Ot·~S. IT DOES TH IS 8'/ 
0070 * COMF'ARit..fG THE t~EWL\' UPDATED IJALUES F~ECIEUEL:1 8\-' THE t=vD 
0080 *- HOli.I STORED It-I LnC:ATIOtiS ~~:3.. V3.. 23.. F'ITCH .. 8At·4K .. AHD 
0090 * ROLL TO THOSE IJALUES lJH I CH li.IERE F'F~E') I OUSL '/ STCtF.:ED I t·4 
0100 *. LOCATIC•HS ML NL t-12 .. t-13 .. H4~ Rt·40 t-45. IF AH·a' Ctt-4E OF THE 
0110 * COMF'AF~SIOt-JS AF~E NOT EG'~UAL THEN THE PLAt..fE HRS CHAMGED 
0120 * IT ... S RELATIUE POSITION RH[) THE PRCIGF~AM l1.IILL JUMP TO 
(11:'.:-0 * THE TF~AHSFORMATION F~OUTIHES AGRIM. IF THE COMPARSIOt" 
0140 * PRmJES TO BE THE SAME THEN THE F'F~OGF~RM JUMPS E:RCK TO 
0150 * THE ROUTit~E 11 UPDATE" TO TF~\' FCtF~ A CHAt..fGE It-I THE PAF~AMETERS. 
0160 * IF THE F~OUTit·E DOES MOT GFT A CHRt~GE m THE PAF.:AMETEF~ 
01 7(1 * RFTEF~ 5 TF~ I ES IT li.1 I LL JUMP TO A F~OUT I t·~E l1.IH I CH li.I I LL EHD 
018(1 :+ THE PROGF~AM AFTEF~ R "LAHDED" MESSAGE 1 S PR U-ITED OUT TO 
0190 * THE USEF.: ···s TERMit·~AI • 
020(1 RELF'OS CLF~A 
0220 El..IAL LDAA :x:3 
0230 CMF'A Ml 
024t1 8t·~E GOTF~At~ 
e:1250 LC•AA 11·13 
02€00 CMF'A H1 
027('1 Bt~E GOTF~At·i 
0280 LDAR "?":?' ...... 
0290 CMF'A t-12 
03e'.1(1 8t~E GOTF~At·~ 
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0310 LDAA PITCH 
0320 CMF'A N3 
033C::1 BNE GO TRAM 
0340 LDAA E:At~I< 
0350 CMPA N4 
0360 BNE GOTRAN 
~~0 LDAA HEAD 
0380 CMF'A N5 
0390 SNE GOTRAN 
0400 MAKEQ LDAA )x:3 
0410 STAA Ml 
0420 LDAA Y3 
0430 STAA Nl 
0440 LDAA ~ ~-' 
0450 STAFt N2 
0460 LDFtA PITCH 
0470 STAA N3 
0480 LDAA SAt·~!c~ 
0490 STAR N4 
050(1 LDAA HERC:. 
0510 STFtA N5 
0520 LDAA FL GD UH 
0530 INCA 
0540 CMF'A #4 ;FLGDUM = 4 MFtKES 4 TRIES THRU LOOF' 
0550 BEG'! LAND EC) ; IF 5TH TF.:'/ F·F.: I NT LAHDE!::> MESSAGE At·iD QU ! T 
0560 JMP GCrAGN ; t·mT 5TH TRI./ GO TO MACF.:Ct At-.IC1 TF.: \' FCIF~ UF'DArr 
0~70 LANDED JSF~ PF~ It4TL ;LANC:fi) SO GD F'F.: I t~T MESSAGE 
05~:0 SWI ;At~!) Gill! T 
0590 PR INTL LD" .. 1'. #MSGL ; I NDE:=< F.'.EG I STER < = STAF~T OF MESSAGE 
0600 JMF' DSPCHF~ ;ROUTINE "CiSF'C:HF.: 11 HAS F~TS FOF~ .. TSF: F'RHffL 
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061 f1 GOTRAt·4 RTS ;[:1fHR IS DIFFEF~Et-ff .• GO CNUF.:T Rt·m TF.:ANSFOPM 
062(1 * SUE:F~OUTIHE "Ct-IUF~r· L~IILL TAKE THE STOF~ED A/[:a '..'OL TS UALUE OF 
0630 * EACH OF THE SIX PARAMETERS; (X3 .. \S .. Z3 .. PITCH .. BANK~ 
064(1 * AN() HEAD) , C:Ot-11,.IEF~T IT nno SCALED UtU TS E>=:PEC:TED E:'/ THE 
0E.5(1 :+: 3D TO 2D COt-11..'EF~TEF~ F~OUT I HE ( ::-;!) .. \'!.) .• ZU.. PU.. E:U .• Rt·K:i HU > 
06E.0 * AND THEN TF~AMSFEF~ THE 1,.IRLUES TO THE 3D TO 2D COt·4UEF.:TEF: 
0670 * MEMORY LOCATIONS FOR USE IN THAT ROUTINE. 
0680 CN'.JF.:T CLF~ Ct-IT 
0€.90 LDAA '··'.,, r,....:., 
070(1 STAA t'11 
0710 SUE:A #13 ;TETERBORO = 0.5 NM WEST OF SIM WORLD CENTER 
0720 LD~~: #::·: Z3>::z1...r 
~173£1 .. TSF~ ).;:•..-rz 
0740 STAR ~-:1.J 
075(1 STAE: ><'..'+1 
07E.(1 r>DZ CLF~ CNT 
077(1 LCaAR '' ~_:, 
07:::0 STAR H2 
079(1 SUE:A #'"':>-::' ..... , ;TETERBORO = 1.0 NM SOUTH CENTER SIM WORLD 
0~:00 LD~< #><z3;,:z1.) 
081(1 .JSF~ }.::'·/Z 
0:=:20 STAR z1...r 
(183t1 STAE: ZIJ+l 
084(1 DO'·/ C:LF~ CNT 
0f:50 LOAR I 1'9 ·1·~--
0f:60 STAA t-11 
0870 LD>:: #'·./3\·''~) 
0c:8~:1 .JSR '"""''-=' ~-.. ,. '-
€1E:90 STAR \'I) 
0·:.c00 STAB "a·'IJ+l 
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0910 
092(1 ~.:;vz 
093(1 
0940 
0950 
096(1 
0970 
0·;.8(1 GE1i!.VZ 
0990 
l (1(10 
1010 DOPTCH 
1020 
103(1 
1040 
1050 
1060 
107(1 
108(1 
11{)0 DO BANK 
111£1 
112(1 
1130 
114f1 
1150 
11 E·O 
1170 
1180 DOHEAC:1 
11·::.~?1 
12c1~21 
1210 
BRA CrOPTCH 
CMPA Ct-IT 
BEO GET~<1·/Z 
IN>~ 
IN~': 
It-IC Ct-IT 
BF~A X'r'Z 
LDAA $f1 .. ;~ 
LDAE: $1 »~ 
RTS 
CLF~ Ct-ff 
LDAA F'ITCH 
STAR t-i3 
LN~ #PTCHF''--' 
.JSF~ PE:H 
CLF~A 
STAR F'U 
STAB PU+ 1 
CLF~ CHT 
LC>AA E:AMK 
STAR t-14 
LD~< #E:At·~K81.J 
.JSR F'8H 
CLF~A 
STAR BU 
STAB E:l)+l 
CLF~ Ct-ff 
LDAA HEAD 
STAR N5 
LD~.:: #HEADH'..' 
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; !::>OFC:: ' . ..'Al UF = C:~·ff ??? 
;\'ES .. Grt GFT :::m-2n F:rtl ITH~F UR! ! IF 
;NO.. ItKREMEt-ff It·K>E>< REG Tl.dICE 
; TF~'y' AGA I t-1 utn IL MATCH CtC:CUF:S 
;LOAD A ACCM l~ll TH '...IALUE MSE: 
;LOAD E: RCCM li.IITH 1,.IALUE LSE: 
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122(1 J'SF~ PE:H 
12::'..(1 CLRA 
1240 STRA HU 
, 
1250 STRE: HU+1 
1260 RTS 
127(1 PBH CMPA C:HT 
1280 BEGJ GETPBH 
129~1 IN~<; 
1300 It~C: Ct.ff 
1310 BF.:A PE:H 
1320 GETPBH LC:eAB $f1J ::-: 
1330 RTS 
1340 * SUBF~OUTH~E "STAF'AF~ " Li.IILL LOAD THE A,...·D F'AF~AMETEFS FF~CtM 1_.IALUES 
135£1 * PI CKEC) E:V THE USER RHD FORCE THEM I ~ff Cl THE F~OUT I ME AT THE 
136(1 * PAF~AMETERS MEMCIRV LCICAT I Ot~ SO THAT THE "CHIJF~T" F~OUT I HE MA\1 
1370 * BE t . JERIFIED IT IS USEC) Ot~L'/ FOH TESTmG PUF~F'CISES. 
1380 STRPAF~ LDRA #$7() 
1390 STAR "·'' , ... ,...:,, 
1400 LDAA #$AC: 
1410 STAR ,..,. ,._, 
1420 LDRA #$AA 
1430 STRFI '-.-'3 
144(1 LDAR #$7[) 
145f1 STAR PITCH 
1460 L(,AA #$7D 
1470 STAA E:AM~< 
14E:0 LDAA #$55 
14·;..(;:1 STAR HEAD 
15f10 RTS 
1510 OF~G $64f1(1 
• 
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1520 
153(1 
1540 
1550 
1560 
1570 
1580 
1590 
1600 
1610 
162~1 
1€.3[1 . 
1640 
1650 
1660 
1670 
1680 
1690 
170[1 
1710 
1720 
1730 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
1800 
>::Z3>~Z1) FDE: 
FDE: 
FDB 
FDE: 
FD8 
FD8 
FDB 
FDB 
FDB 
F(:iE: 
FL.18 
FDE: 
Ft'J8 
FDE: 
FDE: 
FDE: 
FDE: 
FDB 
Ft'JB 
FDB 
FC18 
FDE: 
FD8 
FD8 
FDE: 
FDB 
FD8 
FDB 
OF~G $66(10 
S-5 
$8000,$8000,$8000 .. $8000 .. $8000 .. $8000 .. $8000 .. $8000 .. $8000 
$8000 .. $8000 .. $8000,$8000 .. $8000,$8000 .. $8000 .. $8000 .. $8000 
$8000 .. S8000 .. $8000,.$8000 .. S8000,$8000,.$8000,$8000,$80C4 
$81A8,$828C,.$8370,$8454 .. $8538 .. $861C,$8700 .. $87E4 .. $88C8 
S89AC,$8A90,$8874,$8C58,$8D3C,$8E20 .. $8F04 .. $8FE8 .. $90CC 
$918C1 .. $9294.· :t·;.373, $'3145C .. $954~~ .. $9624 .· $97C1::: .. $97EC .. $ '?8DO 
$9984,$9A98 .. $987C .. S9C60 .. S9D44 .. $9E28,$9F0C .. $9FF0 .. $A0D4 
SA188 .. SA29C,.$A380 .. $A464,$A548 .. SA62C,$A710 .. $A7F4,$A8D8 
$A98C .. $AAA0 .. $A884 .. $AC68 .. SAD4C .. $AE30 .. SAF14 .. $AFF8,$80DC 
$81C0 .. $82A4 .. SB388 .. $846C,$8550,.$8634 .. $8718 .. $87FC .. $88E0 
$89C4,$8AA8,$888C,$8C70,$8D54 .. $8E38 .. $8F1C,$C000 .. SC0E4 
$Cl C8, $C2AC .• $C:390 .. $C474 .. $C55:=: .. $C:63C .. $C72(1 .. $CSC14.· sc::=:EE: 
$C:9CC, $CA80 .. SC894, $CC:78 .. SC:D5C .. $CE4C1 .. $CF24 .. $D[1[1G: .. $D0EC 
SD1D0 .. SD284,$b398,$D47C .. $0560,.$D644 .. SD728 .. $D80C,.$D8F0 
$C•9D4 .. SDA88 .. $C.--89C) SDC~:~J .. $DD64 .. $DE48 .· $[:1F2C .. $E010 .. $EOF4 
SEH>8, $E2E:C) $E3A(1 .. $E4:=:4 .. $E5E.E: .. $E64C .. $E73(1 .. $E:=:14 .. $E:3Fc: 
$E9DC .. $ERC:f1., SEBR4 .• $EC:8f: .. :t:EDE·C .. $EE50 .. $EF34 .. $F01 :3 .. $FOFC 
$F 1 E0., $F2C4 .• $F3A:=: .• $F 48C .. $F57C1 .• $F 654 .. $F73:=: .. $F:=: 1 C .• $F'? 1~1(1 
$F9E4 .. $FAC:8 .• $FBAC .. $FC9(1 .. :tFD7 4 .. $FE58 .. $FF3C .• $0020 .• $(; 104 
S'.:HE8, $02C:C) $038(1 .. $(14·~4 .. $1357:=: .. $C1E.5C: .. $074C1 .. $C1:=:24 .. $09 1-38 
S09EC,$0AD0 .. S0884 .. S0C98 .. $0D7C,.$0E60 .. :t0F44,.$1028 .. $113C 
$11F0,.$12D4 .. $1388 .. $149C .. $1580 .. $1664 .. $1748,$182C .. $1910 
$19F4,$1AD8)$188C: .. $1CR0 .. $1D84 .. :t!E68 .. S1F4C .. $2030 .. t2114 
$21F8 .. $22DC .. $23C(1, $24A4 .. $25E:f:., $26E.c .. $2750.· :t.2f:34.· $2918 
$2'::iFC) $2AEC1 .. $28C4, $2C:Rf: .. $2!)E:C .. $2E70 .· $2F54 .· $3(~"!3:::: .. $311 C 
$32f1'21 .. S32E4 .• $33C8 .. $34AC .. $359C1 .. $3f.74 .· $375:::: .. $3::::3C .. $3920 
$3A~:14 .. $3RE8 .. $38CC .. $3C8(1 .. :t3D'::i4 .• :t.3E7E: .. :.t3F5C .. $4~1*:1 .. :t-4124 
$4208 .. $42EC)$43D0 .. $4484 .. $4598 .. $467C .. $4760 .. $4844 
1810 V3Vl.,1 FC',E: $EC78 .. $EC8C .. $ECA0 .. $ECE:4 .. SECCE: .. :tECDC .. $EC:FtJ ,. :t-ED!Zi 4 .• :tEL:rl :::: 
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182£1 FDE: $E()2C .. $ED4f1,, $ED54J $EDE.R· $ED7C $ED'?f1 .. :tEDR4.· :tEDE:f: .. $EDCC 
1830 FD8 $EDE£1 .. $EC:iF4 .. $EEC18.· $EE1C .. $EE3f1 .. $EE44 .. $EE5:=: .. :tEEE.C: .. ::i::EE::::c1 
184f1 FDE: SEE94.• $EEAC: .. $EEE:C .. $EED~:1 .. $EEE4 .. :tEEF8 .. :tEF~Ztc .. :tEF20 .. $EF34 
1850 Fr)B $EF 48 .. $EF5C: .. $EF7C1 .. $EF84 .• $EF·:;i::: .. $EFAC .. :t-EFC~1 .. $EFD4 .. :tEFE:::: 
186~1 FDB $EFFC .. $F~110 .. $F024 .. $F(138 .• $FC14C .. :tFOt;.f1 .• $F[l?·;i .. :tF092 .. $F0AE: 
1870 FOB $F0C4 .. $F0DD,,$F0F6 .. $F10F .. $F128 .. $F141 .. $F15A .. :tF173 .. $F18C 
1880 FDB $F1A5 .• $F18E .. $F1Ci7 .. $F1F(1 .. $F20'?,, $F222.· $F238 .. $F254 .. :t-F26D 
1890 FDB $F286 .. $F29·F .. $F2E:c: .. $F2D1 .. $F2EA .. $F3f13 .. $F31C .. $F335 .. ~tF34c 
1 900 FDE: $F36 7 .. $F38(1,. $F39'? .. $F3R2 .. $F3C8 .. $F3E 4 .. $F3FC1 .• $F 416 .. :tF 42F 
1910 FOB SF44S .. SF461 .. :tF47A .. $F493 .. $F4AC .. $F4C5 .. $F4DE .. :tF4F7 . $F518 
192f1 FD8 SF529 .. $F542 .. $F55E: .. $F574 .. $F5:=:D .. $F5AE. .. $F5E~F .• $F5D:: : .• $F5F 1 
1930 Ft)8 $FE.0A .. $F623 .. $F63C .. SF655 .. :tF66E .. :tFE.87 .. $FE.AO .. :tF6E:9 .. $FE.C•2 
1940 FD8 $F6EE: .. $F704 .. $F71D .. $F73t» $F74F .. :tF?i::.~=: .. :tF781.• $F7'?A.· :tF7E:3 
1950 FDE: $F7C:C: .. $F7E5 .. SF7FE,, $F81 7 .. :tFE:30 .• $F84 ·;J .. $F:=:E.2 .. $F:=:7E: .. $FC:·~4 
1960 FDB $F8RD.· $F8C:E ... $Ff:DF .. $F8F8 .. $F911 > $F92A .• :t:F943 .. $F'?5C .. $F';'.175 
1 97(1 FDE: $F98E .. $F9A7 .. $F9CC1 .. :tF·::iD·? .. $F·::iF2 .. $FAf1E: .. $FA24 .. $FA3C:• .. $FA5E. 
1 98i.ZI FDE: $FA6F .. $FA8E: .. $FAA 1 > $FR8A .. $FAD3 .. $FAEC .. $F8C15 .. $FE: 1 E .. :tFB37 
1 99(1 FD8 $FE:50 .• $F869 .. $F8:=:2 .. :tFB·~E:" $FE:E:4 .• $FE:C(:• .. $FE:E6 .. $F8FF .. :t-FC 1 :3 
20(1(1 FDE: $FC24 .. $FC:31 ,) $FC:3D > $FC4A .. $FC5E ... $FC:E.3 .. $FC6F .. $FC7C .• $FC:B:::: 
201£1 FC>B $FC95> $FCA1 .• $FCAE .. :tFCE:A .. $FCC:7 .. $FC:D3 .. $FC:E1Z1 .. $FCEC .. $FCF'? 
2020 FDE: $FD(15 .. $FM 2 .. $FM E .. $FD28 .. $FD37 .. $FD44 .. $FD50 .. $FD5D .. $FDE:? 
2030 FDB $FD76 .. $FD82 .. $F()8F .• $FD'?E: .. $FDAf: .. $FDE:4 .. :t:FDC 1 .. :tFDCD .. $F[:;[:iA 
2E:140 FDB $FDE6.• $FDF3 .. $F(:iFF .. $FE~3C .. $FE18 .. :tFE25 .. ~t.FE31.· $FE3E.. $FEAR 
2050 FDE: $FE57 .. $FE63 .. $FE70.· $FE7C .. $FEE:·?,. $FE'?5 .. $FER2 .. :tFEAE .. ::tFEE:E: 
2€160 FDE: $FEC7 .. :tFEC)4_. $FEEC1 .. $FEED .. $FEF'? .. $FFC16 .. $FF12 .. $FF1F .. ~r.FF2F: 
2070 FDE: $FF38 .. $FF44 .• $FF51 .. $FF5D .. $FFE.A.· $FF76 .. $FFE:3 .. :tFF:::F .. :tFF'?C 
20f:0 FD8 :tFFAE: .. $FFE:5 .. $FFC1 .. $FFCE .. $FF[)H.· $FFEE·.· $FFF3 .. :tC10(1Ci 
2090 ORG $68C10 
2100 PTCHP'-1 FCB $40 .• $3F .. $3E" $3(> .. $3D .. $3C .. $3C .. $3E: .. :t3E: .. $3A .. $3A .. :no;i .. $ 3'? .. :t3·::: 
2110 FCB $38 .. $37 > $37 .• $36 .. $3E ... $35 .. $35 .. :f.34 .• $34 .. $33 .. $33 .. :t-32 .. $32 .. :t-31 
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2120 
2130 
2140 
2150 
2160 
2170 
2180 
21~0 
2200 
2210 
??20 
2230 
2240 
2250 
2260 
2270 
2280 
2290 
2300 
2310 
2320 
2330 
2340 
2350 
2360 
237E:1 
2380 
2390 
2400 
2410 
FCB 
FCB 
FCB 
FCS 
FCB 
FC.S 
FCB 
FCS 
FCS 
FCB 
FCB 
FCS 
FC.S 
FCB 
FCB 
FCB 
ORG $6900 
BANKB'.J FCS 
FCB 
FCB 
FCB 
FCB 
FCB 
FCB 
FCB 
FCS 
FCS 
FCB 
FCB 
FCB 
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$31 ,, $30,, $30, $2F .. $2F .• $2E .. :t2E, $2D, $2(:r .. $2C .. $2C .. $28 .. $2E: .. :t2A 
$23 .. $22 > :f.22 .. $21 ,, $21 .• $20 .. $20, $ l F,, $1 F, $1 E .. $1 E .. $ l D .. $1 r:i .. $1 C 
$1C,,$18,$18,$1A .. S1A,$19 .. $19,$18 .. S18 .. $17 .. $17 .. $16,$16,$15 
$1 S .. $14 .. $14 .. $13, $13 .. $12,, :t 12 .. $ l l .. $11 .. :t-10 , $10 .. $f1F , $OF .. $~?IE 
$0E J $0D > $0D > $0C > $0C J $0E: > $08 J $(IA> $0A J :f-09 ·' :to·:.i ·' ro::: ·' $ ;.:1:3 ·' $07 
$07, $f16, $06, $05, $t:15 " $f14 .• $f14 .. $03 .. $03 .. $02 .. $f12 .. $01 ... $::11 .. $;.X1 
$00, $FF, $FF, $FE, SFE .. $FD .. SFD, $FC:, $FC:, $F8 .. $FE: .. $FA .. :t-FA .• :tF? 
$F9, SF8 .. $F'S, $F7, $F7 .. $F6 .. $F6, $F5, :t.F5 .• SF 4 .• $F 4 .• $F3 .. :tF3 .. :~F2 
$F2.1SF1 , $F 1, $F0, $F0, $EF,, :tEF, SEE .. SEE .. :tEr> .. $Ei> .. $EC .. $EC .. $EE~ 
:SES .. SEA.1 $EA .. SE9.1 $E9 .. $E8 .. SES, $E7,, SE7, :f.EE ... $EE ... $E5 .. :tE5 .. :t.E4 
$E4,, $E3, $E3,, :tE2,, $E2, $E 1 , $E 1 , $Ef1 .. $E0 .. $C'F .. $C-1F,, $C:•E .. :t!::SE .. $[)[) 
$0D .. SDC,$DC,$08 .. SD8 .. SDA~$DA .. SD9>$D9 .. $D8 .. $~3,$D7 .. $D7 .. tD6 
$D6, $05, $05,, $D4, $()4,, $C'3 .. :tC•3 .. $D2 ., $(:;2, $C) 1 .• SD 1 .. $N:i > $[)~?. .. $CF 
$CF> $CE.> $CE .. $Cf)> $CD> sec: .. $CC, $CE: .. $C8 .. $CA .. $CA .. $C9 .• $C9 .. sc::: 
$CS,, $C7 .. $C7 > $C6, $C6 .. :tC:5 .. $C5,, $C4 .. $C4 .. :.tC3 .. :tC2 > SC 1 .. $CO 
$40 .• $3F .. $3E .. $30,, $3C, S3B .• $3A .• $3'3,, "$39, $3~: .. :t3::: , $37 .. :t-37 .. t3t:. 
$36" $35 .• $35 .. $34, $34.· $33.· $33 .. $32.• $32 .. $31 .. $31 .. :t.30 .. $30 .. $2F 
$2F, $2E > $2E > $2D .. $2D .. $2C .. $2C:, $2E: .. $28 .. $2A .· $2A .. s2·;i" :t-2·~, :t2:3 
$2$ .. $27 .. $27 > $26 .. $26 > $25 .• $25 ·' $24 ·' $24 .. $23 ·' $23 .. $22 .. $22 .. $21 
$21 > $20 ·' $20 > $1 F J $1 F .• $1 E .. $1 E .• $ m ·' $ m ·' $1 c:.. $1 c:.. $18 .• :tl E: .• :t 1 F! 
$lA .. $19>$19,$18 .. $17,$16 .. :tlS .. $1S .. $14 .. $14 .. $13 .. :t13 .. $12 .. S12 
$11 .. $11,$10,$10 .. S0F .. $0F .. $0E,$0E .. S0E .. $0D .. :t0D .. $0D .. $0C .. :t0C 
$0C .. $08 J $08 ·' $\!1A ·' $0A .• $(19 ·' so·;i > $0E: .• $(18 ·' $07 ·' $07 ·' :tOE. ·' $06 ·' $OE. 
$05 .. $05 .. $(15 .• $f14 .• $f14 .• $04 .. :f.(13 .• $03 .. $03 .• :tCi2 .. :tC12 .. $01 .. :t-01 .• $ ::K-: 
$00 .. $FF, SFF,, SFE.1 SFE .. $FC• .. $FD.· $FC, SFC .. :tFE:, :tFE: .. $FF! .. :tFA .. :tF'? 
$F9,, $F8, $F8 .. SF7, $F7,, $F6 .. $F6 .. $F6 .. $F5 .. SFS .. $F4 .. :t-F4 .. $F3 .. $F3 
$F2, $F2 ~ $Fl .. $Fl, SF8, $F(1, $EF .. SEF, SEE, SEE .. :tED .. tED .•$EC .. :.tEE: 
$EA, :SEA, $E'3 .. SE9 , :SE::: .. $E8, $E7 .• :t-E7 .. tE f ,, SE:;:. , :tE5 .. $E5 .. :tE 4 ·' :tE .:~. 
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2420 
2430 
244(1 
2450 
246f1 
2470 
24f:(1 
2490 
2500 
2510 
2520 
2530 . 
2540 
2550 
2560 
2570 
25f:[1 
2590 
26(10 
2610 
2620 
2630 
2640 
2660 
2670 
2680 
2€190 
2700 
2710 
FC8 
FCE: 
FCE: 
FC8 
FC8 
88 
$E3 .. $E3 .. :tE2., :tE2 .. $E 1 ., $E 1 .. $Ef1 .. :tEC1 .. :tDF .• :tDF .. :tDE .. :tDE .. $Dl:> .. $[.•.) 
SDC.,SDC.>SD8 .. $D8 .. $DA .. SDA .. $D9 .. $09 .. $D8 .. :tD8 .. $D7>$D7.>:tD7 .. $D6 
$Dl>SD1 .. $D0,$D0.,$CF .. SCF,$CE .. $CE .. $CD .. SCD .. SCC .. $CC,$C8 .. SC8 
SCR .. SCA.>$C9.>SC9>$C8 .. $C7 .. SC6,.$C5 .. $C4 .. $C3 .. SC2 .. $C1 .. SC0 
OF~G $6A(':l0 
HERDHl.J 
Ctff EQU 
XIJ EQU 
'y'IJ EQU 
ZIJ EQLI 
pl,) EQU 
FCE: 
FCE: $38 .. $37 .. $36 .. $35 .. $34 .• $33 .• $32 .. $31 .. $3(1 .. :t2F .. $2E .• $2D .. $2C .. $28 
FC8 S2A, $29 .. $2~: .. $27., $2E., $25.· $24 .. $23 .. S22.· $21.· $2f1 .. $1F .. $1E .. $1D 
FC8 $1C>S18.,$1A .. S19 .. $18>$17 .. S16 .. S15 .. S14 .. S13 .. $12 .. S11 .. $10 .. $0F 
FC8 $0F .. S0E .. S0E .. S0D .. S0D .. $0C.>$0C .. S08 .. $08 .. S0A .. $0A .. $09 .. $09 .. $08 
FCB s08 .. s07 .. $07, s06 .. sc16 .. $05 .. s~j5.· s04 .. si:14.· s03 .. :t03.· Sf12 .. s02 .. sc11 
FCB $0 l .. $0£1 > $00 .• SFF .. SFF .• SFE .. SFE., SFC:• .• SFD .. SFC .. SFC .. SF8 .• $FE: .. $FA 
FCB $FA,$F9,$F9 .. SF8 .. SF8,.$F7 .. SF7 .. SF6 .. SF6 .. SF5 .. SF4 .. SF3 .. SF2 .. SF1 
FCB SFO, $EF,. SEE .. SED.· $EC .. SE8 .. SER .· SE? .. $E:=: .. SE7 .. $E6 .· $E5 .. SE4 .. $E3 
FC:B SE2 .. SE 1 .. $Ef1 .. $E0 _, SDF .. :tDF .. SDE .. :tDE .. $()D .. $DD .. SDC .. $DC .. SDB .. SD8 
FC8 SDR.,SD9 .. $08.>SD7 .. SD6.,$D5 
FCB $04 .. $03,.$02.,$D1,$00 .. SCF .. SCE .. SCO .. $CC .. SC8,.$CA .. $C9 .. $C8 .. SC7 
FC8 $C6 .. SC5 rSC4, SC3 .. SC:2 .. $C 1 .. SC 1 .. $Cf1 .. SC0 .. SE:F .. $E:E .. $E:D .. $8C .. :t:E:E: 
FC8 $8A .. SB9.>$88 .. S87 .. $86 .. $85 .. S84 .. $83 .. $82 .. $81 .. $80 .. SRF .. $AE .. $AD 
FCB $AC>$A8 .. SRA>SR9 .. SA8,$A7,$R6 .. $A4 .. $A3 .. $A2 .. :tA1 .. $A0 .. $9F .. S9E 
FC8 $9D .. S9C .. $98 .. $9R .. $99 .. $98,.$97 .. $96 .. S95 .. $94 .. S93 .. $92 .. $91 .. t90 
FC8 $8F .. $8E .. S8D .. S8C .. $88>$8A .. S8A .. S8A .. $89 .. $89 .. $89 .. $88 .. $88 .. $88 
FCE: $i::7, $87 .. $f:7 .. $86 .. $86 .. $86 .. $85 .. $85 .. $f:5 .. $:=:4 .. $84 .. $84 .. $83 .. $f:3 
FCB $83 .. $82 .. $82 .. $82 .. $81 .. $81>$81 .. $80 .. $80 .. $80 
$78F3 
$0100 
$0102 
$01f14 
SC1106 
Figure 13. Continued 
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2720 BU EQU $0108 
2730 HU EQU $010A 
2740 X3 EQU $7800 
2750 \'3 E@_I $7::::02 
276(1 
2770 PITCH EQU $7806 
2780 BANK EQU $7808 
2790 HEAD EQU $780A 
2800 M1 EQU $780C 
2810 N1 EQU $780E 
2820 N2 EQU $7810 
2840 N4 EQU $7814 
2850 N5 EQU $7816 
2860 FLGDUN EQU $781C 
2870 MSG~ EQU $7700 
2880 GOAGN EQU $6016 
2890 DSPCHP EQU $609F 
Figure 13· Continued 
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(1[110 t·lA1'1 FL!TC 
ec~20 DF'T Cl 
(1(13(1 OPG $7(K1t:1 
(1(14~3 SCF:EEH CMF'A #C~l. 
(1(150 E:EG.! FIFST 
~3c~i::.o CMPA #02 
[1(17(1 8E1:;:! .JHHT 
(1(1::;:(1 CMF'A ¥.:C13 
fU3'?f.1 8EO EF:ASE 
0100 CMF'R #(14 
f1ll[1 BED F'I><EL 
[1120 CMF'A #05 
[1130 E:EG SHCtl.~12 
.014(1 CMPA #06 
~:115~J E:EC STRF:T 
C11 E·l~ F~TS 
C11 7~:1 * F' IA rn I TI ALI ZFiTI Ot·4 SECT! Ot·4 
(11 :30 FI F:ST C:LF~A 
(11 ·;i~:i STAR $:=:(1('.'19 
C12(K1 LDAA #$FF 
~321 ~:1 STAR $:::00:::: 
(1220 LDRA #:t3F 
(123(1 STAR :t: :0(1'? 
~324C1 F:TS 
(125(;:1 * EF.:ASE SCF:EEt·4 SE CTI Cit·~ 
0270 STAR HPOS 
0280 HSET LDAA HPOS 
0290 8SR SENDA 
• Figure 13. · ·cohtihued 
030C1 ?._.?E~A~: LD;=iA ~128 
l-?\31 ~ t ·• i:· _ . .r-; .. E:SF.: SEt·iDA 
~:1321:: INCA 
0330 MOC:; CMF'A ~·-·-· .~ .:..:.~ 
(1340 8t-lE C:LP. 
0~0 C:•EC HF'OS 
&.Z136(1 E:GE HSET 
('137(1 L!)AA #1'~2 
a.z13:::0 STAR MOD+1 
i.33 ·;i~:1 RTS 
f143(1 Lr)FIE: #$37 
044~~ STFiE; $ '.=:0 1~1·? 
~145(1 LDAE: r1 
-··· 
~-· .. ·.,
e:14E.C1 LDAE: #$3F 
~147i;:1 STF!E: :;.:::0;:19 
04:::0 RTS 
0490 * PIXEL OUTPUT 
051[1 
SUE:E: '/1 
~.-.... 
c ·: ·r.. 
F.:TS 
05~0 * INITIALIZE PIA 
91 
Ti-~ 
11-• 
Figure 13· Continued 
0630 STAE: 
STAR 
.-. '· ·' 
..... , .... 
~ '·.·· 
.._,_, .. .
0660 START STAR ASRUE 
STAE: E:SAUE 
ST>< ISAUE 
92 
(1;:.9~1 * GET HOF.: I ZOt·ffAL ST I CK F'CiS IT I Cit·~ 
0710 LCIOF'l 
(172(i 
0730 
~174f1 
(175(1 
07E.C1 
('177(1 
07~:(1 
07·:;.(1 
f1f!f10 
(1:;: 1 (1 
0'.::2~:1 
f1:;:3(1 F~Tt·H 
(1:=:40 LOOF'2 
087(1 
LDAR 3 .. ;.:: 
At·4C:iA ~t:r.:?:(1 
E:E; ! LCtOF'1 
LDAA .-. '··' .::....• ,···, 
TRE: 
Rt-ID A #$;'.::•:1 
E:t·~E LOOP! 
At·4L:iE: #:t3F 
SUE:E: #$20 
E:GE RTt'11 
t·4ECiE: 
ADr:i t=: #EA 
STAE: .JHPOS 
Lr.•AA 3 .. ::-:: 
BEC: LOCtF'2 
LDP.A 
TAE' 
.-. ···' 
..:..• ,···. 
Figure 13·. Continued 
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(~9:20 C5CtE:AO< Rt·ff:iE: .i... .+-~i:= .,, ... ... .i. 
(1•;i3(1 SUE:E: #~t2l1 
094(1 E:GE F~TH2 
(1'?5t~ MEG E: 
(1'?6[1 ADDE: #64 
0'?7[• F.:Tt-C STAE: .J!.JF'OS 
~1;;.:::;:1 L(>RA AS AUE 
(19'?0 LDRE: E:SRl.JE 
1 [1[10 LN< !SAUE 
1f11(1 RTS 
1020 *ROUTINE TO DRAW LI~E FROM <Xl~Yl) TO (X2JY2) 
103C1 SHCtl:.f CLF.:A 
104(1 LDAE; #1 
105(1 STRE: M 
10E.(1 STAE: M 
107(1 LDAE: '··'·-· ,  .. ,,,;:. 
l('lf:(1 SUE:E: ;:.::1 
1090 STAE: D 
110~:1 8GE E:F' 1 
111 (1 MEr~ M 
112(1 t-!EG D 
113(1 E:F' 1 H·~E 8F'2 
114(1 L[:•AA # :i>FF 
1150 t::F'2 LDAE: ... -,)'..::, 
116~:1 SUB!:: \'1 
1170 STAE: .-c. 
11 :3(1 E:GE E::;::·?E.3 
119C1 NEC; t·~ 
12(1(1 HEG E 
Figure 13. Continued 
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1210 E:f: ':::i63 .JSr:: F' I ><EL 
1230 
124':1 
~125[1 
12E.C1 
1271:1 
1280 
129(1 
13[1(~ 
131 (1 
132(1 
133(1 
134('1 
1350 
13E.O 
l 37C1 
1380 
1390 
14[1(1 
1411:1 
142[1 
143[1 
144£1 
14$:1 
14t::. : ~ 
147~3 
14:::0 
149~?1 
15(1[1 
8f:·:;i.::.·? 
E::=:·:;i ::: 1 
E:~:-? ·?~:1 
LDAE: 
CMF'E: 
E:EC! 
T•::'T _,. 
E:LT 
LDAE: 
ADr:iE: 
STRE: 
SUE:A 
• ..... 
..... J. 
• .. 1.-, 
,···,.:.. 
E::=:'?'?C: 
A 
E:f:·?~: l 
>=: 1 
l'1 
~<1 
E 
E:F:A E:f:·?.JE.3 
LDAE: \'1 
AC•£)E: ~·~ 
STAB l /1 
A(:r[:i A D 
8F.:A E:C:·::eE\3 
Lt:iAE: \-'1 
CMF'E: I .. -. ..-...::.. 
8t·~E E:f:'~69 
F:TS 
~<1 EDU $(1~:15~1 
'···'":• 1·...:... EGU $(1 i)52 
\'1 EC.:U $[105J 
\'2 EG~U $0(153 
M EOLI $~'.:1[154 
. ' EOLI :t('-!(1~5 , -~
D EGiU $(1[15~. 
E: EG!U :t1X157 
HPO:=.: EOU $[1(1~.:::: 
.JHF'OS EG!U $(1;?<5'? 
Figure 13. 
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Continued 
151•21 
152[1 
153~3 
154(1 
155C1 
1560 
159(1 
1 GOO 
1r:.1c1 
lE.30 
164(1 
95 
.JUPCtS EC!U :t0~35A 
AS RUE EG!U :t•X15E: 
E:SRUE EOU $0f-:5C 
ISF!UE EC!U :tc105r::i 
OF:G $72(1[1 
1.~IELCOM FCC :+: l~IELCOME TO THE M6:;:(1[1 FL I 13:-!T 5 I MULRTOF: F'F:OGr:f 
FCC * TH IS F'ROGF.:Af'1 IS DES I GHED TO ALLOW THE USER TO~ 
FCC :t: FF.:OM · USEF.: F'F:OMF'TS .• Et-4GACJE THE FLIGHT SI MULRT OF 
FCC :+: At·m F'F:E:SEt·n At·~ UPDATED GHAPH I c:s D ! SF'LR'y' F!S 
FCC :+: STUDEHT. F' ! LOT ATTEMPTS TCI MAMUEUEF: THE PLAt~E FD::::: 
At~ A I F:STF: IF'. TO USE THE F'F:OGF.:Ai'i \'::;!. 
FCC :+: FIF:ST MUST CHOCSE At-4 AIF:F'OF.:T CiRTRE:RSE. 
FCC * PLEASE DEF'F~ESS THE SPACEE:AF: FDF: MOF:E I t·4STRUCT I Ot·E 
FCC :+: 
1660 FCB $04 
1 f.7~~1 o;;;:G $740~J 
1 E.E:C~ MSGC: FC:C * SET THE COMM FF£G! TO 11 9. 2 At·m =+= 
169(1 
17(1(1 
1710 
172(1 
FCC =+=THE HAUG FF~Et~~ TO 11C1. 3 MHZ 
173lJ 
1740 
1750 
177(1 
179(1 
1f:(10 
FCC 
* 
SET THE· P.L TIMETEF: TC1 HK10 FEET. 
FCC 
* 
FCC 
* 
SET THE MAGHET ! C COMPASS TO F:!::AD =~ 
FCC :t: 3f.(1 I)EGF~EES. :+: 
FCC :+: 
FCC 
* 
DEGF:EE:=".. 
* 
FCC 
* 
SFT THF AT ;:::· !-:r;;·AFT .. · ·=: ATT r Tl 1r:rF -=:n T:i 
FCC *HAT THE 1.dIMGS AF:E 
FCC: * 
FCC =+= l~IHE}-1 \.IOU ARE F~EAD'...' TO 8EG rn FL'/ H~G F'LEFiSE =-
Figure 13. Continued 
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1810 FCC * ENABLE THE PROGF~AM 8'/ DEF'F.:ESS rnG TH!:'.:+: 
1820 FCC * SPACEBAR ON YOUR TERMINAL. HAUE A GOC0 FLIGHT.!!* 
183(1 FCC * * 
1840 FCE: $04 
1 850 ORG $77(1(1 
1860 MSGL FCC * THAN~!OU FOR FLYING WITH US TC0AY C~ PARSONS* 
187[1 FCC * PIPER AIRWR'/'S. PLEASE F~EMA I t..J SEATED :+: 
1:390 FCC *Ut·ff IL THE A I RCRRFT HAS COME TO A COMF'LETE STOP. HA:+: 
FCC *UE A GOOD DA'/. :+: 
t·:H0 FCE: $04 
192(1 ORG $78(10 
1930 t..•-:r F~MB ... , ... ,_ ... .:.. 
1'340 \'3 F~ME: .... ~ 
195(1 '9:"' RME: 2 '--' 
1.'~E.0 PITCH RME: .... ..:.. 
1'370 8At·iK F~MB 2 
198~3 HERD F~ME: 2 
199~21 M1 RME: .... 4 
200~] t·H F.:MB .-. ..:.. 
201[1 t~:2: RME: .-. ..;;. 
2020 t·~3 F.:ME: 2 
2030 t·i4. F:ME: 2 
2~J4(1 t·-15 F~ME: 2 
2(150 GDOPT RME: 1 
2060 t·iEl.~IDAT F~ME: . .I. 
2(17~] EhF:E'.U'.=: :::::ME 1 
20:=:0 ro:: ::i:?ECj F:~1E: 2 
2(190 FLC5DUt·~ F:t·$ 
21~x1 OF~Ci $7:=:F::1 
211 'J COUtH F~Mf: 1 
Figure 13· . Continued 
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2120 STr=::SA!) RM~: 2 
2130 Ct·ff F.:M~: 1 ... 
215~:1 OF.:G $79(1(1 
21E.O MSGR FCC :t: CHOOSE THE AIRPORT DAT~BASE AS FO~LOWS : ~ 
2170 FCC :+: 
21 :=:(1 FCC 
* 
1 ::: F'RF::SOf·~ .. · s FI ELD HT TETE~::=: o;:;;: c.. t !Ei.1.i:+: 
21 '?(1 FCC: :+: .JEF.:SE\' • 
22[11~1 FCC :+: 2 = ARTWrcx ~ s FIELD RT TETERBORO .. NE~ 
2210 FCC :t:f_.J .JEF.:SE'/. 
2220 FC:C: $04 
2230 OF.:G $7Fl(1(1 
2240 MS:3C: FCC :t: NC~ TO INITIALIZE THE SIMULATOR.. CONTINUE* 
225(1 FCC :+: BY PRESSING THE SPACE8AR. 
2260 :+: THIS CONCLL~ES ALL OF THE PROGRAMMit4G FOR THE M~300 FLIGHT 
2270 * SI~ULATOR PROGRAM. 
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S1130000E780CCOOOC017F.F.Fw00000000007l'FFOL 
S113001otx:.lXXX.,{)()000071<FFCXi2A000112EE204 6C1 
S11300204001FSB8F.FA0006140FFFA80.F.FAOOC6121 
S11300304000FA80F.FA(XX)6112E7CXJ00006120D4B4 
S11300400659BL005.DBDOC15ABD005ABD005ABDOOB1 
S113(X)505ABD<Xi6620BE8u5A20SB0£A6(X)B780195E 
S1130060B6801b27Fb39B6d01b810326.FG..,B68019A3 
S11300700b3926Fl3B68019BDE1D120EOCE8004A6Ti 
S1130080002B1EBDE1AC810D260A860ABDE1D1BD62 
S113009000AD20F.8810327D0£DOODE7E<XJ7CB68061 
S11300A016810326.D7B68019BDE1D120CFB600F957 
S113CXJB0444444448A40B7801SBDE1D1B600FSF6FE 
S11300COOOFA5E495C49843F8A40B78019BDE1D1A4 
S11300.IX>B600FA843F8A40B78019BDE1D13984075C 
S11300EOB700FEB600F9F600FA58495849584SFADE-
S11300FOOOF.BB700FSF7(X)FA390()(X)004731204D42 
S113010000000COOOOOOC000000000007FFFC£1095 
S11301100018COOO(X)()0CXJ()()(X)7FF.FFAE30018b0;)42 
S113012060C43CB4071B8A40B78019B6801827FB3F 
S1130130F.F0144FE0500J9270LFF0500FE.014408.EL 
S113014020DA033CX)631FE0142FF05007E0017DF8D 
S11301508CD6EDFA8DB78D9E8D58ECFD4.D6B86A62F 
S113016090EA906A872C9F09B46F812FB506A46F4C 
S1130170A57D856EFIX)F816AE968B5492D6481759A 
S1130180C9CAF1BF9EFD908F9SEFBADE99FF86B6AC 
S11301908D3E89FEASDF8DAEADDEADE6D89ECb44A6 
S11301A024ECA56AF46E806AB42AA462A132900E8B 
S11301B0886CCI:bCCb6CA9DEA550AD22A46B81758A 
S11301C08LACD9DFACi>EFSF89DAECDDA9DFE91CA63 
S11301DOE5BEA6.FACCBEE1BEADFE89EF.8D7BC1665C 
S11301EOA0CFC1898560F7A8S'S106DD6D9C06FC6EEL 
S11301FOD964ALE6DJ669DAAFSCDA944AC46Ab7ED4 
511302009701 D700DF02DF042012.DE043S9701 tr/Fb 
S1130210003604970296059703200139.D600Db026L 
S1130220D74096002A084F70CXX)19200970096026A 
S11302302A084F7CXXX>3920297024F5F7400012452 
S113024<X>49B03D902544674C00124049E03.DS027D 
S1130250544674000124049BO)D902544674(XX)1Db 
S113026024049b03D902544674000124049B03D93b 
S1130~7002544674(X)()124049b03D90254467400BA 
S11302800124049B03D902544t74(X)()124049l:P3F3 
S1130290DSo2544674C>OCC24049B03D9025446q4C2 
S11302ACXXX)()24049b03D902544674(X)()J24049.BDb 
S11302B003D902544674000024049E03D~2544613 
S11302C074000024049BO)D90254467400002404DF 
S11302D09E03DS0254467400CXJ24049B03D902549I 
S11302E0467D00402A06D74051-40D2403~:7ciCCABEA 
S11302F08B2.A8C>6A893FCC2EAS48256E2142A124ED 
Figure 14. 
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Memory Dump of 30 to 20 Converter Routine 
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S1130300E6CXJA601BB0101F90100F7011BB7011CBE 
S1130310E602A603BB0103FS0102F7011DB7011f.A2 
S1130320E604A605BB0105FS0104F7011FB70l2086 
S1130330DF3&FEX)11BDFCQDE06D.F02BI:021CD73AF8 
S1130340973bFE011DDF'<X)DhOCDF02BL021CD73C23 
S1130350973DFE011FDFOODE12DF'02BL021C9B3I>46 
S1130360D93A9B3DD93CDE1cE700A701FE011BDFOB 
S113037000DE08DF02BD021CD73A973EFE011DD.FF9 
S1130380<X>DEOEDF02BD021CD73C973DFE011FllfDD 
S113039QCX)DE14DF02BD021C9B3ED93A9B3DD93CD5 
S11303AODE1bE702A70;FE011BDFOODEOADF02BD41 
S11303B0021CD73A973EFE011DDFOODE10DF02BDB1 
S11303CC021CD73C973DFE011FDF-CX)DE16DF02BD95 
S11303D0021C9B3BD93A9B3DD93CDE.16E704A70598 
S11303E'ODE3o393b891AD194D010F8AAC12089F29D 
S11303F0890S99F6A8Fb99F.FC96CAD5C896SBD5579 
S1130400.ED9FAFDEDDD445DDCD4FAD4EDF9E35D360 
S 11304 1 OADD£CCD6FDDEE51 AADDAFEDF A59E7 DB6FD 
S1130420BD6605C4848505C4C4C68594855CC5777A 
S113043QC:-35EC841C84E6C507A52484Fi484468C46A4 
S 1130440CCDD6CDECDC4ED4FAF5C4 7DC3.F55CDDEDC 
S11304508F5EC4D70DDF6EDC8716CEDr'DF5F3F4EC5 
S113046CX1744CC46856E1694846C05EC85258C4532 
S1130470S50C643585()5(352CC5F44D8404CC848EB7 
S1130480D95E4DD6CD565C10D5CFCDD.EEF5CCC5F1A 
S 11304 90CD5E4C4E4C5DCD5LOF5C8DD7EFFEEC4ECA 
S11304A0848F4CC6856605A69524BDA215C71D9418 
S11304B08504842E45C4C5F48DOD8554954420063C 
S 11304CQCF5EBDD49D4D45DECFDFCDCrBD5EDDD776 
S11304LCEDF97DC697DBOC4C157D04D.F175EEDDF6C 
S11304EC04~06B494045006C485469C5b85Ei(73 
S11304F0152585AC252FB42C066E3DB5AC07078~FA 
S11305000050005CB{X)1F70500B70501DE3AFF05F1 
S 1130510028r:b6FE0504DFQ4 3 9B605{X)2.BOBB60,73 
S1130520022130220348D1A2023800BB605022.B02D8 
S1130530201A8DOD20235F700501F20500F705CX)D8 
S1130540395F700503F20502F70502398IX>b5F7()(X) 
S113055C0505F20504F7050439F6950JJ3605017l'23 
S113056<¥>505CECXX>FB00503F205022E107C05052E 
S113057C1780;-0579)5044855-09271720.EB7b050501 
S 1130500790504485909270ABB0503F905'.022BEI2.F 
S113059020DF'.B605042A07FE050409FF0504391308 
S11305A0130?55450213150~554t-017267000QC()F1 
S11305BO{X)1221177425177405171431177411016B 
S11305C060CX)()()(X)OQ05S35C021356055355017393 
S11305D0270,53500213~70553550213520553531D 
S11305EC053774071353111)50001334155354056E 
S11305FC13 5100133 71553 5: 07Ti6700533107 60BC 
Fi~ure i4 ; · continued 
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S11306<X.i962)D622DF263D1cD73C9625D624DF26CO 
S113061C8DOEDE1EE702.D63CE7018655A700201F9B 
S1130620DF3ABD0506F6010E'545A4FBL020L39DEOO 
S113063Q1E8655A7000909A60JA703A601A7049tCC 
S11306402BD62ADE2F8DD9D73C962DD62CD.E2F8D98 
S 1130650CFDE1 EE704Dt3C.E703~DF1 EBF 
S11306607EOC...2C5704310cx:>5556CX>43100071560DC 
S113067<X>515610215550555620215620TT/660175 
S1130680142205556207556101741402156103159E 
S113069060J431(XX)55561155544021~621555462F 
S11306A00215470~55170215630/747100343407A2 
S11306B0630701143603355505600005556~055576 
s11306co66CX°J34s205600005556505556602\1sscEF 
S11306D00555170£1551055S06021564077471(X)76 
S11306E0345~076307011457033~570~000055~52 
S11306F07CX>:;l55670034 730~600C0555670555.702E 
S 11307PQ962684B.F270A84DF~70984.EF275C2 00604 
S 113071Cl]EOt167E07 C296ZiD626.902FD22E973EA3 
S 1130720D73A9625D624 902LD22C903.bD23A973E·9B 
S113()73CD73A962FD62E902DD22CBDO:,o69623D6C9 
S113074022902BD22ABD020D9B2ED92A972ED72.A74 
S11307509627D626902FD22.EBD020D9f'2FD92E97E9 
S11307602FD72E972DD72C7EOA429627D626902F48 
S113077QD22E973ED73A962DD62C9025D224903157 
S1130780D23A973bD73A962FD62E9B2DD92CBIX)~1E 
S1130790069623.D62290~B.Dc?2ABD020D9.B2ED~A52 
S11307AQ972ED72A9627D626902FD22E13.IXl20D9EA3 
S11307.Bo2FDS2E972FD72E5f40D22E972DD72C7E50 
S 1 1307COOA42 9627D626902i'D22E973ED73A9623C5 
S11307DGD622902bD22A903ED23A973ED73A962fE7 
S11307E'OD62E902~D22AB.D0)069625D624902DD23E 
S11307F02CBL020D9B2DD92C972LD72C9627D626BO 
S1130800902FD22.EBD020D9L2FD52E972FD72E9726 
S 11308102BD .. /2A 7fJJA42 962 .. /D626902l'D22E973L94 
S1130820D73A962bD62A902)D222903bD23A973bA2 
S1130830D73A962FD62E9B2hD92AB.D05069625.D6.B8 
S 113084024 902DD22CBD020L-9B2LD92C97 2DD72C65 
S11308509621D626902FD22.ESD020D9.l:2FDC..2E97E8 
S 11308602FD72E5l'40.D22 Eg-/2B'f172A 7.EOA42F834F8 
S1130870F934E994E9B4E934F924FBB4EB36E9B585 
S1130880DF54EB17DB37EB1GDB46CFT/CB174D7610 
S1130890FB57DB17DB27EB17D95FD967DB5~F.F1E47 
S11308AOE95EE93CE934F920F933A920~926EB7~A 
S11308BOE9C()C934FB24CB24F9BOFB25z934F1B;A4 
S11308C0DB54DF37DB17DB7lCB06Cl337DD3bfB6753 
S11308DOCB17DB77DF16D711EB564B73EF16FB7787 
S11308E0F904FB10.FB34EB34D934E914DB34F9702C 
S11308F0~934~924E9}4~9AO~~E9Pb~A1~9B59D 
. Figure 14. Continued 
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S1130900FE010FDF1CFE0111DF1FCE0106DF3ACE11 
S113091(X)113DF3CC6GSDE3AA6CXX>8Dl3ADE.3CAC3D 
S1130920CX>27037EODBOOBDF3C5A26EADE1CA60061 
S1130930812527108126272DDE1FB604A700DE1CB4 
S113094008UF1C39Q9C60086229719rr/18B0030092 
S1130950BIX>9ACBf.0988BD0A{X)BD09AC9620942E28 
S 113096C26CA 7EOAB 1 DF38D1"32DF'22D.E34DI24DE3F 
S113097036DF2696309720DE38B.IX)9(1:,BlX>9AC964F 
S113098020942826A77EOADD86CXJC62A971LD71940 
S113099{X)8B.IX>3CXJllF3bD.E2ADF32D.F2CDF34DE2I32 
S11309AODF36DE3QBDOA429628973039080C080t31 
S11309B(X)8()CD.F1C3935F9BOF934E926E136E9B421 
S 11309CODF77FB46DB77 D157FF27CF16DB17 4BT/53 
S11309DOCD16DD5FFB37CF37DB56FB57FF57DF37CD 
S11309EOE927DB24E934EB34E9A4E924E9EOE92745 
S11309FOE934C8B6EB36A924F924EB20F910F1B593 
S1130A007F0020D62296239b27.DC_262C0486409744 · 
S1130A1020D62696279023P2222C0696208A209729 
S 1130A2020~496259B27D9262C0696208A109713 
S1130A3020D62696279025D2242C0696208A08971D 
S1130A4020397F~8D62A962B9E2Fl)G.2F2C04865A 
S1130A50409728.D62E962F902BD22A2C069628SA99 
S1130A60209728D62C962D9f2FD92.E2C069628SA93 
S1130A70109728~E962F902DD22C2C069628SAA5 
S1130ASC089728398D06BD07(X)BIX)1399F36DE2A65 
S1130A909E22DF229F2ADE2C9E24DF249F2CDE2f22 
S1130AA09F26DF269F2EDF2c9F20D.F209F2b9E384C 
S1130AB039860A97427DCX>2026107.IXX)282739BDFB-
S1130AC007CXl7ACX)4.226F37E092CBDOA847A00428C 
S1130AD027F5962027FA942L27F07f,()92C860A9788 
S1130AE0427LOJ2026FA71XX)28270ABI:.07007A<XX)5 
S1130AF04226F320D27EX.:>6217E'060034E935EBB57C 
S1130BCXJEF16FB56DY76EF37CB57CB76DA774B17FA 
S1130B10CB56FB17EF16DF27DB57CB34DB16DB177F 
S 1130B20F967F9B5F934J'BB6E9B5E9A5F936FBF689 
S 1130B30F934FB35F934.F9B4 F.834EB36F924.E9B582 
S 1130B40CF56D936EF771''B57DF77DB76EA37DB37DB 
S1130B50FB13D937FB769B74FB37CB5/ER)6DB7i58 
S1130B60F926D934F935E93~EBE4C9B7EFB5E934F9 
S1130B70F325FD73.E924LAB4F937E9B4DDA4.F9B740 
S1130B80FB5751376.F.F37CF5/F957E9365D36DB2cDF 
S1130B9)DB76CB374B57DB56C907PB1EDB06DF3F63 
S1130BAOOCOOC0405D2D21C1402D1 1~5058F761 S1130BBCOBA1FEOEA04F5FA001E2003958F70BA177 
S1130BCOFEOBAOE6CXJA60139502A.DC20E175CB77A4 
S1130BOODB37D937EF26J:'D766~7D937CB16DB379J 
S1130B.Ex:>F9B7F974F9B7FB30F974F934FBD?F93274 · 
S1130BFOE965F9F3FBE4D92oF935F935A920E9814A 
Figure 14. Continued 
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S1130COG7FFF7FF57FD77FA67F617FOS7E9C7E1C57 
S1130C1U7D8~7CE37C2S7B5C7A7C79SS7083776b1A 
S 1130C20764G750)73B~7254 70E16F5E6DCS6C23C1 
S1130C306A6C68A~66CE64L/62F160Ei:5ED65CB36D 
S1130C405AU1584255F4539A51334EID'4C3l"49B3DD 
S1130C50471C447A41CD3F163C56398C36BS33DEB5 
S1130C6030Fl:2E1C2B1F282t2527222)1F1~1C018F 
S1130C7018F~15E112C70FAl:OC8C096A064/032457 
S1130C8000CXiB79CBF943FDCBF9CBE9,BE96379EC8 
S1130C90F64E3F84B79~BE94B784A6DFBE9,B6A436 
S1130CA0774063C5774S.6b4067C066412440634C16 
S1130CBC~641674060C0664162C067405100674545 
S1130CC0BFb1'3D96BE9'tB7d4B74,B794B79L3FDDB8 
S1130CDCF6CL268737D62E96769EB6D73EDAAFDC98 
S1130CE0764~774C~641t74125442F4C75406741EE 
S1130CF0674L674St54G734~2.E4L62406141674;·CE 
S 1130DOGBF.6<.:BE94lJE9C3.1',8C3F91"3E9CFo86AE.6LAF 
S1130D10B7bCB7CCB5C4BEDCAEDCBEDI379CEF4<..;F1 
S11)0D20624~65516D4)534567416BD16744694SF9 · 
S 1130D30624 ~6F4G67 406640614027o122412C441''0 
S 1130D40BFD:-3F9D3F9~Ei-,6.L:BEEs:,B70l3FBL-.EEDE.A5 
S1130D50£E5CB6Cl.67olb68tB6l))B61CB/51B67CCD 
S1130D607ED96740.EFSC.7B44 774b6141644b634~·96 
S1130D70714063CL66406644214127C47641604~A2 
S1130D60F60107Y70114BDOlA2D7209't21F6010S3C-
S1130D9GF70116BI.OBA2D7Z: 9723.F6010BYi011L 12 
S1130DAOBDOlA2D7249725F60107BDOI.A4D7269/20 
S1130DBC27F6010SBDOLA4D7289729F6010bEDOb13 
S1130DCOA4D72A972BDE28BD020GD72C972LDE222C 
S11)0DDOD624962~BD02001Yt2E972F.D62A962BBL52 
S1130DE0020DD7309731DE24D62b9629B1Xl200D7CC 
S1130DF0329733DE20D62E962FBD02{X)D734973596 
S1130EOOD63~9633BD020DD7369737D6309631EDDC 
S1130E1ob20DD73A973ED62C962DBD020DD73Cg-/A1 
S1130E203DD62C962D9E35DS34D7069707DC3696C2 
S1130E30379031D23097U9D708D6249625DE26BLBF 
S1130E4002(X)D70A970ED6~9623BD020DD70C9722 
S1130E5C-OD.D6289628BD020LD70E970i~F5F90210F 
S1130E60D22~D7109711D63A963E9033D232D7126C 
S1130E709713D62E962F9B3DD93CD714971,D62A77 
S1130E80962E.B0020DD7169717FE010CFF0119D03C 
S 1130E900A960BB002 OOD70A 970E.D61096;11 B00215 
S1130EAC-OD9711D710D6169617BIX>20DD7169717A2 
S11;0EB07E052C443744AE4~66416040234q75C5E5 
S1130ECOB69CFE9CB79CBFOCBFD43E8DB68CB7CD.FO 
S1130EDOBE8EBF£sCF.F9CEE96BEDDB65CB786A6DF1A 
S1130EE06EC163.D0674063CC664475C5E74566C48C 
S1130EF06F5lE5CD6647764D664165402140664!;AD 
S9 END 
Figure 14. · ·cofitifiued 
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~ 
( 0 I O) 
S 113110025000000000000264 E20QOC()()(X)02500FD 
S11311100000000700264F2COO(U)7.0025CXXXXX)64 
S113112CXXX)FA0264F20000JOFA025cx:xxxxx:x:>178D 
S11;113070264E2COOCX.177025CX~OOOG001F402676 
S11311404.E2000(X;1~4C25CXJOCXX-002710264.E20DE 
S1131150000G271025CX:-OOCXJ(X)2EE0264F20000Ci3D 
S11311602EE025CX:,()()(X)0036B0264F20000036BOE8 
S113117025QOOOOO<X>3E80264E2C-00003F80250011 
S113118000boco4650264F2000CXA65C.25(X)OOCXJ76 
S1131190004E20264F200QCX)4F2025CX){)(){X)()()(B6 
S11311A0002600(X)()OOC4.E202501.D00000QCX)()2685 
S11311B007DOOOCXAF20250FA0(X;OOCX)00260FA03D 
S11311C000004E2U2517700JOO(X)00261770000054 
S11311004E2025U'4000000000261F4000004F2026 
S11311E02527100000CXJ002t2710000C4F20252FB1 
S11311FOEQCX)()()((;(X)262EEOOOCXJ4F.202536B0005E 
S11312000QCX)002636BO{)()(X)4E2G253EBOCXJ00007D 
S113121000263E80000C4F2G25465()(X)OOCXJ002697 
S11312204650CX)(X,4E202541:.2CXXXXXXi002&4E2GBF 
S113123000004E20252C24CXJ002£9A262AF80QCX)B7 
S11)124C2DFQ262P.F8CX)002Ct3c32029CCOOOG2Cae.52 
S1131250262SCCQJ(X)2968262AF800002968262AB5 
S1131260F8000027F6262C24000C-2724262C24002E 
S1131270002E9A2~2C06000G2E6.8262t10C(.()02D21 
S113128GE1262B1COOOC2UOS,262C060000276026E6 
S10A12902C06()(){Xj2E6E0085 59 
(20, 000, 
·20, 000) 
Y = 0 for. 
al I points 
Figure 15. Memory Dump of Artwick's Database 
. (Taken from Artwic_k, 1977) 
. 104 
S1131300252738000020E426273800004290252E--
S113131040000020E4262E400000429025273800--
Sll313200020E4262E40000020E4252738000042--
Sl13133090262E40000042902527380000273826--
Sl1313402E4000002738252738000020E4262E40--
Sll3135000002738252E40000020E42627380000--
51131360273800--
2738,4290 2E40,4290 
L 
Y=O for 
a 11 points 
2738,2738 
2738,20E4 
Figure 16. Memory Dump of Parson's Field 
• 
APPENDIX C 
INPUT PARAMETER SCALING 
AND DIRECTION CONVENTIONS 
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A/D Converter Input As Follows 
(+) West/(-) East 
X3 (Bit 4 = 1) 
+28,500 ft = 2.50 V = FA 
0 ft = 1.25 v = 70 
-28,500 ft = 0.00 v = 00 
(+) South/(-) North 
Z3 (Bit 5 = 1) 
+2B,500 ft = 2.50 V = FA 
0 ft = 1.25 v = 70 
-28,500 ft = 0.00 v = 00 
Altitude 
Y3 (Bit 1 = 1) 
0 ft = 2.49 V = FA 
1000 ft= 1.71 V =AB 
2000 ft = 1.29 v = 81 
3000 ft = .875 v = 58 
4000 ft = .499 v = 32 
5000 ft = .00 v = 00 
Pitch 
Pitch (Bit 0 = 1) 
Nose Up Max = 2.5 V = FA 
Level = 1.25 V = 70 
Nose Down Max = 0 V = 00 
Bank 
Bank (Bit 3 = 1) 
-90 = 2.5 V = FA 
-60 = 2.13 v = 05 
Left -30 = 1.6B V = A8 
-20 = 1.55 v = 9B 
-10 = 1.40 V = BC 
Wings Level 0 = 1.25 V = 70 
10 = 1.0B V.= 6C 
20 = .907 v = 5B 
Right 30 = .755 V = 4C 
60 = .380 v = 26 
90 = .00 v = 00 
Heading 
Head (Bit 2 = 1) 
-180 degrees = 2.5 V = FA 
-90 degrees = 1.68 V = AB 
0 degrees = 0.86 = 56 
+90 degrees = 0.00 = 00 
30 to 20 Routine Expects: 
(+) West/(-) East 
XV = MSB 
XV + 1 = LSB 
Max= 7FFF = +32,767 
Mid = 0000 = 0 
Min = 8000 = -32,768 
(+) South/(-) North 
ZV = MSB 
ZV + 1 = LSB 
Max= 7FFF = +32,767 
Mid = 0000 = 0 
Min = 8000 = -32,768 
Altitude 
YV = MSB 
YV + 1 = LSB 
Max = 7FFF = +32,767 
Mid = 0000 = 0 
Min = 8000 = -32,768 
Pitch 
PV = MSB = 00 Always 
PV + 1 = LSB 
Max = 7F = 17B.59 degrees 
Mid = 00 = 0 degrees 
Min = BO = -180 degrees 
Each integer unit = 1.4065 
degrees 
Bank 
BV = MSB = 00 Always 
BV + 1 = LSB 
Max = 7F = 178.59 degrees 
Mid = 00 = 0 degrees 
Min = BO = -180 degrees 
Each integer unit = 1.4065 
degrees 
Heading 
HV = MSB = 00 Always 
HV + 1 = LSB 
Max = 7F = 17B.59 degrees 
Mid = 00 = 0 degrees 
Min = BO = -180 dearees 
..., 
Each integer unit = 1.4065 
degrees 
Figure 17. A/D Converter Input and 30 to 20 Routine Fonnats 
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APPENDIX D 
PRE-AMP AND AD-68A BOARD EXPLANATION 
109 
The AD-68A Analog to Digital Converter card is the actual 
M6800 link to the ATC-610J Flight Simulator Cockpit. It is pre-
ceded by the Pre-Amp board shown in Figure i9. 
The Pre-Amp board is to scale the incoming analog signals 
such that the maximum voltage output will be equivalent to 2.50 
volts and the minimum will be 0.00 volts. The Pre-Amp board is 
powered by the Power Supply shown in Figure 20. 
The AD-68A board itself has eight opto-isolated inputs which 
respond to external stimuli from the Pre-Amp board and eight reed 
relay outputs suitable for switching low power boards allowing 
information into the computer. In fact the AD-68A can be thought 
of as registers of an I/0 Port. The relays are controlled by 
software which will write an eight bit word, A channel or relay 
is enabled when its corresponding bit is set. Only one channel 
may be selected at any one time so the software must act much like 
a polling routine would. A more detailed explanation of the 
operation of the device can be obtained from the Innovative 
Technology's Model AD-68A Analog-to-Digital Converter Op~ration 
Manuals. Figure 21 is a block diagram of the AD-68A circuit 
operation and Figure 22 shows a flow chart of the software routine 
required to operate the board. 
ATC-610J 
INTERFACE 
1 
1 MEG 
2 
56K OK -lSV~+lSV 
1. 5 MEG 1 MEG 
1. 2 MEG 5 _____ , ...... .,. IYV'W'-..._---1 
6 
82K + 
-15V~ 
110 
1 MEG 
Figure 19.. Pre-AMP Board 
J2-7 Z POSITION 
r J2-10 
kk9/V 50HZ 
. 111 
D1 50VPIV4AMP 
AC r - - - -- - 1 
Figure 20. Pre-AMP Power Supply 
11£ 
: ~~: ========IL---P-OW_E_R _ ___Jt-------:::;;;.. ::::reg 
06,07 
¢' 
/SEL 
2 
R/~ 
A'~LOG 
l~PJTS 
2 
I 
8 
I 
-
-
-
-
COt'\T~OL 
-
-
-
-
~ 
CO!~PAP..ATORS 
-
-
Figure 21. 
l__J 
-
-STOP/START !\,;MP 
GH;~P.AiOR 
- I 
LJ 
OUTPUT E~Z.BLE 
\' 
_r; 
I 
-
OUiPUT 
-
BUFFERS 
Block Diagram: AD-68A 
"---
__r-;-
I 
-
- DJ-07 
INCREMENT 
COUNTER 
113 
CLEAR 
CO~NTER 
OUTPUT 
START 
COM'1.~ND 
INPUT 
DATA 
WORD 
SELECT BIT OF 
DATA \..'Oi<D TO 
BE EXl.MJr;rn 
STORE 
COUNT 
OUTPUT 
RESET 
C~MAND 
y 
- . . ~ 
Figure 22. Flow Chart: AD-68A Analog Data Conversion Routine 
APPENDIX E 
GT-6144 OPERATION 
LU CX: 
uw 
<t: ..._ 
Lt.. :::> 
~ 0.. 
w :l: 
..._ 0 
:z u 
0 
_, 0 
LaJ co 
...J ....0 
...J 
<:u 
a: 0.. 
~~ 
V'> 
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oe 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
GND 
C2 
Programming 
-
J3 pin 2 
J3 pin 
J3 pin 3 
J3 pin 4 
.J3 pin 11 
..:::r 
..:::r 
J3 pin 10 ....0 
..._ 
. Cl 
J3 pin 7· 
J3 pin 5 
J3 pin 12 
J3 pin 6 
-----
The display of the GT-6144 graphics terminal consists of 6144 
small rectangles formatted 64 across and 96 down that can be turned 
on or off at will under software control. In order for the GT-6144 
to do a particular function the data fed to it must be fQr~atted 
correctly. The coordinate of a particular location is referenced 
from the bottom right corner of the screen. with the first square 
residing at location · (~, 0). 
116 . 
(63,95) (0,95) 
- -
-
- -VERTICAL 
- -
- -
- -
(63,0) ( 0 ·, 0) 
When data is input to the GT-6144 the first byte (8bits) sent to 
the terminal must be the HORIZONTAL POSITION. The actual position 
is determined in bits B~ - B5 and is in binary. When bit 6 = 0 a 
rectangle will be removed at the desired coordinates, bit 6 = 1 a 
white rectangle will be generated. Bit 7 must always equal ~ for 
the terminal to know that a HORIZONTAL position is being loaded. 
A~ in the bi t 7 posi t ion causes the data holding flip flops in 
the terminal to store the present data, 
The second byte from the computer contains the VERTICAL 
coordinate, The location is contained in binary in bit B~ - B6 of 
this second byte while bit 7 must equal a 1 . 
• 
i17 
FIRST BYTE FROM COMPUTER - HORIZONTAL POSITION 
Bf/J 
:i: 
Horizontal Position 
</J 631(/J 
DATA BIT-
Set to 1 to write a rectanble. 
Set to f/J to ·erase a rectangle. 
FF LOAD BIT 
this bit should always = </J for a horizontal position. 
When this bit equal </J bit </J - 6 are stored in the 
DATA HOLDING FLIP-FLOPS. 
SECOND BYTE FROM COMPUTER - VERTICAL POSITION 
B7 B6 B5 B4 B3 B2 Bl B</J I 1 + Vertical Position 
</J - 951</J 
MEMORY STORE BIT 
This bit should equal 1 for a vertical position. 
A 1 in this po~ition causes the data in the 
holding flip flops and the data in bits B</J - B6 to be transferred to the memory. 
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When programming a design to appear on the screen there are two 
ways the characters can be loaded - the method used depends on 
the application. One method is to just send out successive 
coordinates (H1V1); (H2, V2) etc. until all H, V locations are 
specified. With this method two bytes must be sent out for each 
character. This method is used to write the final transformed 
From, To vectors to the display screen. 
Another method can be used that can result in saving time and 
memory space. In this method the HORIZONTAL position of a 
particular column is loaded only once into the terminal. The 
VERTICAL coordinate of all other characters that have this same 
HORIZONTAL coordinate can then be loaded by themselves since the 
HORIZONTAL position is latched in the holding flip flops. This is the 
method used to erase the display screen. 
Since there are 96 characters to be accessed in the vertical 
direction at least seven address lines must be used. Seven lines 
gives the possbility of addressing 27 (12810 ) locations giving 
us 3210 extra undefined locations. These extras can be used as 
control commands for controlling BLANKING ON/OFF, REVERSE SCREEN, 
etc. The correct format for control commands for the GT-6144 
terminal is as follows: 
• 
B'/J 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
119 
1 
i 
Set B5-B7 to 1 
to signify that 
a control cmd. 
is being sent 
and that mem-
ory should not 
be changed in 
any way. 
x 
Set to 
either 
'/J or 1 
x 
CONTROL CODES 
Bl 
0 
0 
1 
1 
B2r----------------------------------------------' 
-0 
0 
1 
1 
0 INVERTED SCREEN 
1 NORMAL SCREEN 
0 DISABLE CT-1024 
1 ENABLE CT-1024 
0 ENABLE GRAPHICS 
1 BLANKED GRAPHICS 
[}-NOT USED. 
NORMAL SCREEN: In the normal screen mode white characters 
appear on a black background. This applies both 
to graphics and alphanumeric data. 
INVERTED SCREEN: In the inverted screen mode all characters 
appear as black characters on a white background. 
BLANKED GRAPHICS: In this mode no video from the GT-6144 is 
transferred to the video monitor. This gives 
an ''all rectangles off'' condition. This 
condition does not effect the status of alpha-
numeric data~ 
ENABLE GRAPHICS: 
ENABLE CT-1024 
120 -
In this mode vid _o fr m h- - 4 · 
transferred to the mon1 Dl 
alphanumeric data if thi d 
In this mode vid o dat f~om h 24 
mixed with video from h _ -h 
6144 is disabled, only lph num r w 
appear on the screen. 
DISABLE CT-1024 No CT-1024 data is mix d w1 h h 
video data, 
When writing input-output programs car h u d 
optimize them for speed and memory conservat10 • 
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